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Technology is enjoying an increasingly important role in many collegiate
pedagogical designs. Contemporary research has become more focused on the ways that
technology can contribute to learning outcomes. These studies provide a critical
foundation for educational researchers who seek to incorporate and reap the benefits of
new technologies in classroom environments.
The aim of the present study is to empirically assess how combining an active,
collaborative learning environment with a classroom response system (colloquially called
―clickers‖) in a postsecondary setting can influence and improve learning outcomes. To
this end, the study proposes an instructional design utilizing two feedback responseformats (clickers and flashcards) and two response methods for answering in-class
questions (collaborative peer instruction and individual). The theoretical bases that
provide the academic structure for the five instructional conditions (control, clickerresponse individual, clicker-response peer instruction, flashcard-response individual, and
vii

flashcard-response peer instruction) are the generative learning theory and social
constructivism.
Participants were 171 undergraduate students from an Educational Psychology
subject pool from a large Southwest university. The researcher used a two-way analysis
of covariance (ANCOVA) with two treatments (response format and collaboration level)
as the between-subjects factors; students’ posttest scores as the dependent variable; and
pretest scores as the covariate. Results showed no significant main effects; however, the
study produced statistically significant findings that there was an interaction effect
between the use of clickers and a peer instruction design. To follow up the interaction,
the researcher conducted tests of the simple effects of response format within each
collaboration condition, with the pretest as the covariate. Results showed that for students
who collaborated, clickers were better than flashcards, whereas when students worked
individually, there was no difference.
This study builds upon existing studies by using a stronger empirical approach
with more robust controls to evaluate the effects of a variety of instructional
interventions, clicker and flashcard response systems and peer instruction on learning
outcomes. It shows that clicker technology might be most effective when combined with
collaborative methods. The discussion includes implications, limitations, and directions
for future research.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
One of the biggest obstacles confronting most, if not all, collegiate instructors is
how to motivate students in order to facilitate the learning process. Although there is
generally widespread agreement that student motivation relates to and relies upon
students’ ability to actively engage with the material, opinions differ regarding the most
feasible or effective approach to enhance learning outcomes. One of the more recent and
promising technological advancements in education is the use of classroom response
systems (hereafter called ―clickers‖) to encourage active engagement and subsequent
learning. Clicker technology allows the collegiate instructor a multitude of pedagogical
opportunities to enhance learning while simultaneously receiving feedback of what
students do and do not know. Accordingly, the underlying purpose of this research is to
measure learning outcomes using the pre- and posttest scores of five different
instructional strategies, two of which incorporate clickers, while also considering the role
and effect of peer instruction.
Any researcher attempting to measure learning outcomes must begin by
acknowledging the considerable number of independent variables that could reasonably
impact his or her ultimate results. For example, the fact that student enrollment rates have
led to exceedingly large class sizes has undoubtedly influenced pedagogical approaches
among instructors as well as the learning process in and of itself for students. A
secondary and related issue large classes presents is the fact that opportunity for peer
learning necessarily declines as class size increases. Multiple researchers have recognized
peer learning as one of the most effective tools instructors have to engage students and
1

cultivate an active-learning environment (Crouch & Mazur, 2001; Fagen, Crouch, &
Mazur, 2002; D. Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 2007; Mazur, 1997). As the present analysis
will subsequently explain, most researchers—as well as actual instructors—submit that
active learning is preferable to passive learning since the former tends to stimulate a
deeper level of engagement with the material and may actually enhance learning
outcomes. Although there are several other components related to active learning, the
focus of the current study is on peer instruction to promote learning. Even with the
inclusion of student engagement as a component of learning, learning outcomes serve as
the dependent variable in this particular research design.
Another issue affecting the overall learning environment relates to changes in
student expectations about what constitutes learning and how it occurs. Contemporary
college students have relied on technology considerably more than their predecessors
(McGlynn, 2008). Since students have benefited from continual and rapid technological
advances, many have come to expect both instant gratification and grandiose
presentations as a given in all areas of life. This technological awareness contributes to
and helps explain the effectiveness of clickers as part of students’ academic experience
(McGlynn, 2008). Clicker technology has the ability not only to provide instant
technological feedback most students are accustomed to receiving, but it also and
concurrently can provide a more instantaneous means of capturing and identifying
individual student misconceptions about the subject matter. While there are a multitude
of technological approaches that may be available and appealing to college instructors to
implement, this study explores the use of clicker technology in light of its legitimate
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potential to augment pedagogical instruction and its increasing popularity among higher
education institutions and their faculty members.
Perhaps not surprisingly, studies about the effects and possible contributions of
clickers in academia have flourished in recent years. Up until 2009, most of the literature
on clickers tended to focus less on learning outcomes and more on students’ perspectives
on how novel or fun clickers were to use in the classroom (Connor, 2009; Crossgrove &
Curran, 2008; Hatch, Jensen, & Moore, 2005; Hoekstra, 2008; Keller et al., 2007). As a
result, educational researcher Richard Mayer and colleagues sought to develop a practical
model that could ―produce a methodologically sound and ecologically valid test of the
pedagogical value of an instructional method implemented by using clickers‖ (p. 52).
They sought peer-reviewed data from the literature on the learning effect sizes of classes
that use classroom response systems and discovered that there were none (Mayer, Stull,
DeLeeuw, et al., 2009). Subsequently, Mayer and others used the generative theory of
learning to investigate the empirical value of using clicker technology in the classroom as
a means of improving learning outcomes. The researchers theorized that clicker
technology affords the learner an opportunity to practice selecting, organizing and
integrating key concepts between prior knowledge and experience while simultaneously
receiving feedback. Indeed, the results of Mayer’s quasi-experimental study
demonstrated the positive value of using clicker technology to improve learning
outcomes; however, the exact reasons clicker technology improves learning outcomes
remains unclear.

3

Purpose of the Study
The aim of the present study is to contribute to the field of educational
psychology by combining clicker technology with active learning principles to influence
and improve learning outcomes. The theoretical bases that serve as the academic
foundation include the generative learning theory and social constructivism. Ultimately, it
is the study’s objective to advance literature in the field (e.g. Lasry, 2008; Mayer, Stull,
DeLeeuw, et al., 2009; Stowell & Nelson, 2007) and to build upon existing studies by
using a stronger empirical approach with more robust controls to evaluate various
instructional interventions, clickers, and subsequent learning outcomes.
Research Questions
Four research questions guide the direction of the study:
1. Are any combinations of the instructional conditions better than the control condition?
If so, which combination is best?
2. Does collaborative peer instruction improve learning outcomes? That is, will the
posttest scores be higher for students who collaborate with their peers compared to those
who work individually?
3. Does using clicker technology improve learning outcomes? Will students answering
in-class questions using clicker technology score higher on the posttest than those using
flashcards?
4. Does the effect of response format (clickers versus flashcards) differ according type of
collaboration (peer instruction versus individual)?

4

Significance of the Study
The present study aims to contribute to the field of educational psychology in a
number and variety of ways. In the first place, it will advance existing literature on
classroom response technology. By producing a stronger empirical foundation, the study
will provide new insights into what researchers already know and may introduce new and
promising directions for future academic studies. The field of educational psychology has
always been one of the leading disciplines to explore and augment what instructors and
academicians know about the optimum and effective ways to enhance learning among
students, and from the broadest perspective, this study should be included among relevant
contemporary endeavors in the field.
From a more specific standpoint, the study has the potential to provide new data
relating to successful pedagogical approaches. The study’s focus on classroom response
technology is both timely and ensures that the results will have at least some relevance to
actual instructors and academic practitioners. If findings ultimately confirm researchers’
theoretically-based

assertions

that

technology-enhanced

pedagogical

approaches

contribute to or improve student learning, faculty in higher academic institutions can
make a stronger argument about the need for incorporating technology in the classroom.
On the other hand, if technology demonstrates little to no improvement, institutions and
instructors may elect to direct resources toward more promising alternatives.
But the possible breadth of the study’s pedagogical implications extends beyond
technological considerations. Rather than focusing only on whether or not classroom
response systems impact learning outcomes, the current research also incorporates
measures to assess how collaborative learning approaches impact student performance
5

and outcomes. By combining technology and collaboration in an empirical design, the
study’s results can inform instructors in higher education about the value of various
interventions involving active, collaborative, and/or technology-enhanced pedagogies.
Assuming the study produces at least some statistically significant findings, instructors
may feel more inclined to introduce technology into their teaching approach, whereas
instructors already using technology may recognize how adding a collaborative
component to their instructional design could further enhance their pedagogy.
Perhaps most importantly, because it relates to learning outcomes, the ambitious
and thorough research design proposed in the present study has at least some potential to
positively affect the collegiate learning experience for students. In light of the preceding
explanations about potential pedagogical and scholastic contributions, if the study is
successful in its attempt to further and supplement existing knowledge with empirically
supported evidence, it is entirely possible that the findings will relate to pedagogical
improvements that will ultimately benefit more students. By developing the most
advantageous approaches to learning, we can facilitate classroom experiences that
improve the environment for instructors and students alike and have the ability to provide
a more fulfilling and relevant academic experience for students.

6

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Integrative Analysis
This literature review begins with a foundational overview of what researchers
and scholars consider ―good‖ teaching in a postsecondary setting. The aim is to introduce
and discuss the principles that experts credit with positively improving a student’s
learning environment. One such principle is the importance of a student-centered and
active learning environment. Another pertains to the potential benefits of a collaborative
learning environment. After a discussion of each, the final focus of the integrative section
will describe the nature of an active, collaborative learning environment that incorporates
clicker technology as a means of aiding students’ learning.
Good Teaching and Active Learning
Students learn by doing. Most scholars agree that students who are actually
involved in the learning process and engage in behaviors such as taking notes, listening
actively, and working in groups ultimately develop a better understanding of the subject
matter. Nevertheless, most college instructors are accustomed to using traditional lecture
as the means of imparting knowledge (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998; McKeachie, 1990).
Although lecture can form an important foundation for learning objectives and may be
especially useful when combined with other pedagogical approaches, it has a serious and
problematic drawback. In particular, using only a lecture-based format to instruct
students can never effectively address the fact that students’ understanding, depth of
comprehension, and mastery of a subject matter can vary dramatically at any given time.
Therefore, the inevitably general nature of a rote lecture will unavoidably fail to engage
all, or even most, students in their own learning process.
7

The question therefore centers on what constitutes ―good‖ teaching and improves
learning outcomes in a postsecondary setting. Although beliefs about the definition and
parameters of ―good‖ teaching as well as the appropriate measures and benchmarks for
learning outcomes are diverse and contentious, many scholars accept and defer to
Chickering and Gamson’s ―Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate
Education‖ (1987). These researchers recommend that instructors strive to use or provide:
meaningful contact between students and instructors, reciprocity and cooperation among
students, techniques to achieve active learning, prompt feedback, commitment to time on
task, clearly articulated and high expectations, and respect for students’ diverse talents
and different ways of learning (1987, p. 543). The following explanation provides
additional details about each of the five principles.


Encouraging contact between instructors and students refers to more than

taking attendance or speaking in lectures. Contact implies an interaction between an
instructor and students that is mutually beneficial. For students, classroom settings that
encourage interaction (including student to student contact) increase students’ motivation
to succeed (Edmonds & Edmonds, 2008; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; Radosevich,
Salomon, Radosevich, & Kahn, 2008). Students who are in more interactive classes may
feel more connected to both their peers and the instructor than students in lecture-only
classrooms. For instructors, classroom interactions promote more meaningful
discussions. They also provide more opportunities to become familiar with individual
students’ interests and relate course content to those interests. Perhaps the most important
component of classroom interactions is the increased level of student engagement
(Cotner, Fall, Wick, Walker, & Baepler, 2008; Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991). Student
8

engagement is a critical factor of motivation and learning. In any and all classrooms, the
degree of student engagement will fluctuate, an inevitable truth that becomes more
evident and problematic in large classes.


Developing reciprocity and cooperation among students creates a

supportive rather than a competitive classroom environment. A supportive classroom
environment encourages students to see each other as partners in learning, thus increasing
the opportunities for them to work together interactively. A teacher’s instructional design
can also promote reciprocity and cooperation. For example, small group activities help
students get to know each other and also facilitate learning content in a
socioconstructivist manner. Small group work and other socioconstructivist activities
relate to and illustrate Chickering and Gamson’s emphasis on active learning techniques
because socioconstructivist activities frequently promote active learning among students.
By way of example, requiring students to discuss a topic in small groups before
―reporting out‖ their findings to the instructor and other students stimulates far more
active engagement than occurs when students’ only involvement is listening passively to
a lecture. An additional but equally important benefit of this and similar
socioconstructivist tasks is the opportunity for students to receive more immediate and
broader feedback from not only the instructor but also typically from their peers.


Active learning environments are those in which students and instructors

interact with both the course content and each other, thereby increasing opportunities for
feedback. Writing assignments, discourse, think-pair-share, and a host of other exercises
can all present plausible means of encouraging students to apply content and obtain
9

feedback that provides positive learning opportunities for students to gauge their progress
and understanding. These exercises are interactive because they challenge students to
share responsibility for their learning by constructing meaning for themselves within the
classroom by applying relevant outside experiences. An active learning environment can
be quite effective in increasing students’ motivation to understand and remain engaged in
course content, which could reasonably cause them to become more enthusiastic about
their overall academic experience (Bruff, 2009).


Receiving prompt feedback recognizes that timing is critical and an

important aspect of students’ learning (Kulik & Kulik, 1984). In general, prompt and
regular feedback encourages students to reflect more upon learning tasks. Immediate
feedback provides students with the opportunity either to obtain reaffirmation of their
academic thought process and progression or to become aware of misconceptions.
Ultimately, both the validation of academic strengths and the recognition of academic
weaknesses are significant aspects of students’ metacognition.


Time on task refers to the ways an instructor should manage time in such a

way as to create multiple opportunities for students to practice and prepare learning skills
in advance of graded assessments. Simply listening to a lecture does not allow students to
internalize or challenge their understanding of the content. But instructors who design
more hands-on activities to help students become more familiar and proficient with the
subject matter may understandably result in students developing a deeper understanding
of the material and becoming more adept at applying it.
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Each of these principles rests on the belief that students benefit from an
instructor’s ability to design a learning environment that considers the students’ activity
level, cooperation, diversity, expectations, interactions, and personal responsibility for
learning (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). Said differently, thoughtful instructional design
can enhance students’ opportunities to learn. Although Chickering and Gamson’s first
five principles are most applicable to this study’s proposed instructional design, they and
the remaining principles are of relevance to creating and evaluating active, collaborative,
and technology-enhanced learning environments.
Pascarella and Terenzini’s (1991) influential work contributes to the research on
the ways active and passive learning environments impact students. These researchers
investigated various components of postsecondary learning environments in terms of
classroom effects on students. Of interest to the current research proposal are Pascarella
and Terenzini’s findings related to lecture and discussion, teacher behavior, teacher
clarity, and student involvement, which subsequent analysis addresses. Each factor
contributes to an active learning environment and relates to student learning.
The lecture versus discussion debate continues to revolve around the best
approach to presenting content material to students. While lecturing is the predominant
teaching method for disseminating information in postsecondary settings (Weimer,
2003), it is not clear that lecturing is indisputably the best method to promote student
learning. After all, lecturing tends to be teacher-centered; the focus of the class is the
instructor’s ability to organize and present the material in a manner students can most
easily comprehend. Most lecture-based classes tend to promote passive learning since
substantive student involvement is typically minimal. In contrast, a student-centered
11

learning environment usually expects shared responsibility for learning between the
instructor and the students. This shared accountability for learning leads to studentinstructor interactions that are associated with more positive learning outcomes (Dressel
& Marcus, 1982).
Interestingly, in the debate of which method is better (lecture or discussion),
neither camp can unequivocally claim victory. There is some evidence that lecture-based
classes may lead to a better retention of factual information among students, whereas
discussion-based classes promote deeper integration and better applied understanding.
McKeachie (1990) points out an interesting confound when he states that the posttest, our
usual measurement of learning outcomes, presents a less-than-ideal means of detecting
actual effect differences between lecture versus discussion classes. The problem
McKeachie identifies is that most students will ―cram‖ before a posttest to increase their
knowledge, making it difficult for researchers to confidently measure whether high scores
on the test are more indicative of a positive classroom environment or students’ lastminute preparation endeavors.
For obvious reasons, teacher behavior in and of itself is an important component
of effective teaching. Students generally perceive organized and articulate instructors as
―good teachers.‖ An instructor’s ability to provide clear instruction is the presumptive
result of strong content/subject knowledge combined with effective communication
skills. Using in-class observations, student ratings, and the Teacher Behavioral Inventory,
Murray (1983) produced findings that clarity is an important factor that differentiates
between less and more effective teachers. Two other important factors, enthusiasm and
rapport, also produced significant differentials between teachers rated high, average and
12

low. Enthusiasm, in fact, is the most influential factor when distinguishing an
―outstanding‖ teacher from one who students rank as ―average‖ (p. 143). Interestingly,
clarity may be an important precursor to enthusiasm. Students appreciate a teacher who is
excited about what he or she teaches, but they still value a clear presentation of the
subject matter above all else. Rapport, according to Murray, relates to students’
perception of a teacher as being friendly, sympathetic, and concerned about the wellbeing of students.
Similarly, Lowman’s (1984) two-dimensional model of effective college teaching
emphasizes clarity but also recognizes the importance of rapport. Lowman submits that
an instructor’s intellectual excitement and positive rapport with students both are
important. There are two subcomponents within the intellectual excitement dimension:
the clarity of an instructor’s communication and the individual’s positive emotional
impact on students (p. 507). In the second dimension, Lowman stresses interpersonal
rapport. This second dimension deals with an instructor’s awareness of interpersonal
phenomena within and outside of the classroom (p. 510). Although he does not mention
active learning specifically, Lowman’s analysis infers that instructors who utilize active
learning principles (i.e., involve students in learning) establish learning environments that
students rate more favorably. That is to say students, as normal social beings, are more
likely to respond positively when they perceive that teachers know and care about them
as individuals and are concerned about each student’s learning. By virtue of its basic
principles, active learning serves to develop these individualized and personal
connections between instructor and students, while the feedback component of clicker
technology helps to ensure that instructors can better respond to students’ more particular
13

academic needs. From a student’s perspective, then, instructors who incorporate active
learning and clickers in their classroom may seem more genuinely committed to the
success of the class as a whole—or conscientious about their teaching—which helps to
explain the positive evaluation results.
In short, researchers Murray, Lowman, and Feldman are in agreement that
instructional clarity represents a critical determinant of an instructor’s effectiveness. They
also concur that providing feedback constitutes an important and necessary method of
evaluating the depth and breadth of students’ understanding. Feldman (1997) actually
uses a review of student and course evaluations to confirm the documented importance of
a teacher’s clarity. His analysis of student evaluations further suggests that the four
instructional dimensions students associate with exemplary teaching are course structure
and preparedness, a clear presentation of the material, perceived outcome or impact of
instruction, and the teacher’s ability to stimulate interest among students in the subject
matter (p. 401). Each of these top four instructional dimensions relates to an instructional
design that requires instructors to put forth and continue proactive teaching approaches
that are more active than passive; Feldman’s study at least suggests that students prefer
active rather than passive instructional designs.
Consequently, good teaching involves active learning that provides an avenue for
deeper understanding and learning. When students are actively participating in their own
acquisition of knowledge, there are increased opportunities for them to form intellectual
connections and integrate new topics with prior knowledge. And the corresponding
applicability of the subject matter not only results in a presumably more enjoyable—or at
least relevant—classroom experience for students, but researchers also associate the
14

resulting integration with the fundamentals of deeper learning (Johnson, Johnson, &
Smith, 2007).
Active Learning and Cooperative Learning
Active Learning. Bonwell and Eison (1991) defined active learning as anything
that ―involves students in doing things and thinking about the things they are doing‖ (p.
2). Although their definition is very broad, it encompasses two specific areas of interests
to educators: activities and cognition. Examples of activities that involve students in their
own learning process include but are not limited to classroom discussions,
demonstrations, presentations, writing, problem solving, debates, role playing, peer
teaching, and other pedagogical tools. Central to the hypotheses of the current research
proposal is the concept of peer instruction.
Cooperative Learning. The preceding literature and studies all capture the
importance of students becoming actively engaged in their learning environments, and
cooperative learning represents a closely related instructional design that emphasizes and
embraces the same general principles. One can understand cooperative learning as an
instructional process that engages students in collaborative activities to promote learning.
It promotes a positive and supportive environment that values improvements in learning
outcomes yet recognizes the importance of the social aspect of education. Cooperative
learning lends itself well to examination through both a theoretical and empirical
approach. This study will use the terms cooperative and collaborative learning
interchangeably.
Theoretical Background
Slavin (1996) provides a thorough review of literature and theory pertaining to
cooperative learning. In particular, he asserts that two components are critical to the
15

successful implementation of cooperative learning. First, instructors must associate the
incentive structure (i.e., reward) with students’ valence towards the reward and
interaction. Second, instructors must pay careful attention to the cooperative task
structure in the classroom. Students’ motivation—and their corresponding effectiveness
as a group member—could be detrimentally affected if assigned tasks are too easy or too
difficult. Therefore, instructor appreciation of the intricacies of both incentive and task
structures are essential when designing a positive and cooperative learning environment
(Slavin, 1996).
Two perspectives that capture the essence of cooperative learning are the
generative learning and the social constructivist learning theories. Each theory addresses
the principles of cooperative learning in different but complementary ways of the other.
The generative learning theory approaches cooperative learning from a cognitive
perspective while the social constructivist learning theory places a stronger emphasis on
the social component of knowledge construction. Both theories serve an important
purpose and provide avenues for understanding why cooperative learning environments
enhance educational settings.
The Generative Learning Theory. As Mayer and Wittrock (2006) have
explained, generative learning theory perceives learning as a process. The individual
learner generates knowledge through three key steps: selection, organization, and
integration (Mayer & Wittrock, 2006). In each step the learner constructs meaning by
processing information in a systematic manner. Mayer et al. (2009) describes generative
learning as an ―active processing in the learner during learning such as attending to
relevant material, mentally organizing the selected material, and integrating the organized
16

material with prior knowledge‖ (p. 51). Generative learning involves individuals making
connections between their existing prior knowledge and new information using one of
four methods: elaborating, note-taking, self-explaining, or questioning (Mayer &
Wittrock). Although both elaborating and questioning techniques represent important
components of a collaborative learning design this analysis will focus on self explanation.
Self-explanation involves a learner explaining his or her thinking while becoming
cognitively engaged with the material (Chi, 2000). Self-explanation benefits the learner
because it requires the individual to actively engage with and construct knowledge for
him- or herself. According to Chi, self-explanation differs from thinking aloud, talking,
or strategically elaborating because it requires the individual to understand and relate
content by using unique terms that make sense to him- or herself. While the other
―talking‖ strategies often hinge upon non-reflective memorization of content, selfexplanation demands far greater cognitive processing. Chi admits that, to the learner, the
processes of self-explanation and elaboration are similar; however, she warns that
researchers need to understand the nuances of each to achieve more accurate and
meaningful experimental results. In the current study, the researcher will ask students for
explanations during the collaborative conditions but will not clarify the difference
between elaboration and explanation. Thus, students may ultimately either elaborate or
explain based on their understanding of that particular question. The discourse hinges on
the opportunity for the student to uncover an illusion of understanding by discussing
his/her answer with his/her partner.
The prominence of constructing knowledge in the generative learning theory
provides insight about how an active and cooperative environment fosters learning.
17

Mayer et al. (2009) used a generative theoretical approach in their study of classroom
response systems (a.k.a., clickers). In this semester-long study spanning three years and
using three classes (fall 2006, fall 2007, and fall 2008), the researchers used a control,
clickers and no-clickers conditions. Mayer taught the students in each classroom the same
course material and conducted the study over the course of three different semesters. The
researchers used a pretest to establish a baseline of prior knowledge and evaluated
learning outcomes based on students’ combined scores on a midterm and a final exam.
To determine the effects of the three instructional designs, Mayer et al. developed
two treatment conditions. Both conditions incorporated in-class questions. Students in the
first condition used clickers to indicate their response while students in the second did not
have the benefit of technology. The in-class questions were similar but not identical to
the posttest questions that assessed students’ understanding of the course material. An
analysis of variance conducted on data from the exam scores indicated statistically
significant differences between the groups, with students in the clicker condition scoring
one-third of a grade point higher than students in the other two groups.
Interestingly, the results of the study failed to show statistically significant
differences between the remaining two groups (control and no-clicker questions).
Although students in the no-clicker and clicker groups encountered identical in-class
questions, the former did not produce the same amount of learning as the latter. Based on
these results, the researchers speculated that the response format in the non-clicker group
(i.e., use of paper, pencil, and scan sheets) may have impeded the students’ retention of
the material. More specifically, the researchers wondered if the resulting course
interruption from handing out, marking, grading, and resubmitting the answer via paper
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created a disadvantageous disruption that was absent in the logistically smooth but
otherwise comparable clicker classroom. The results of Mayer et al.’s study suggest that
instructional methods utilizing in-class questions improve the overall academic
achievements among students and that, for as yet inconclusive reasons, the use of clickerbased technology provides a more effective approach in those situations.
An alternative explanation is addressed in the current study. Specifically, research
question three asks whether there is a difference in the posttest scores among students in
conditions that use technology and those who do not. The researcher hypothesizes that
the study will reveal whether a significant advantage of clickers is the assurance of
anonymity, which may encourage students who use clickers to take more academic risks
and answer honestly (Stowell & Nelson, 2007). This risk taking behavior allows the
student to either cognitively validate his/her response or show his/her illusion of
understanding. Even though clickers provide the opportunity for individual anonymity
and risk-taking the generative learning theory is very much illustrated in the next
progression of the collaborative condition. That is, working collaboratively creates an
optimum situation for students to compare answers and assess their organization and
integration of content. Therefore, opportunity for the students to discuss the in-class
question with each other provides them with deeper cognitive engagement.
Social Constructivism Theory. While it is obviously important for researchers to
understand the underlying motivation and cognitive processes that facilitate the
acquisition of knowledge, it is equally important to recognize that learning is a social
event. By emphasizing the social nature of learning as well as the context and setting
where it takes place, social constructivist theories add a different but critical perspective
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to cooperative learning approaches. In fact, the social constructivist theory aligns well
with cooperative learning principles insofar as both view interaction as a key component
of the learning process. Because the theory illustrates the social interdependence that
results when learners are in a cooperative environment and working toward a common
goal while simultaneously acknowledging the importance of individual accountability,
social constructivism represents a critical theoretical cornerstone in the current study.
Any discussion of the social constructivist theory must begin with Vygotsky. Lev
Vygotsky’s (1978) writings on children’s development and learning in social settings
introduce his idea of the zone of proximal development and its role in relation to
collaborative learning. As Vygotsky explains, the zone of proximal development is ―the
distance between the actual development level as determined by independent problem
solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving
under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers‖ (1978, p.88). In other
words, Vygotsky’s optimal ―zone‖ of learning occurs at a critical junction where an
individual’s sense of his or her knowledge is actually demonstrated in some type of
collaborative relationship. That is, learning happens because collaboration—the exchange
of ideas and the shared transfer of knowledge—serves to provide an opportunity for
learners to become aware of what she understands in terms of a social relationship.
Vygotsky uses the term ―scaffolding‖ to describe what happens when an
individual works collaboratively with another peer or an instructor. The underlying
assumption of scaffolding is that the best way to reach any individual’s potential is to
continuously challenge them by working with more knowledgeable people, hence
collaboratively. The definition of knowledgeable, at least in relation to scaffolding, does
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not refer to any individual’s intellectual capacity; that is, scaffolding does not function by
pairing ―less intelligent‖ students with their ―more intelligent‖ peers. Instead, scaffolding
builds upon the fact that, for any given topic, students will have varying levels of prior
knowledge and rates of comprehension. Ultimately, then, scaffolding is an obvious
component of collaboration and complementary to cooperative learning.
The idea of mediation is critical to Vygotsky’s theory (Wertsch, 1991). Vygotsky
claims that mediation helps explain how higher level mental functioning is learned
through a mastering of tools and signs. Of particular importance to learning are the socalled psychological tools (e.g., language, number systems, or writing) that influence
learning within a social context. Consider: ―by being included in the process of behavior,
the psychological tool alters the entire flow and structure of mental functions‖ and ―by
their nature [signs] are social, not organic or individual‖ (1981, p. 137). Language itself is
a significant tool because of its contribution to and shaping of mental functioning. The
social nature of learning allows students working in collaboration to negotiate meaning
through the use of language. This collaborative interaction affects learning by
bootstrapping the learner to the next higher level of understanding.
Research question two in the present study postulates that the posttest scores will
be highest among the collaborative condition groups. The ability of one partner to
scaffold the work of the other should provide additional clarity and understanding that
results in more learning. Furthermore, the negotiation of meaning between partners
creates an opportunity for meaningful discussion that is altogether lacking in groups
where students only perform individually. By its very nature, then, the procedural design
of requiring students to answer a question individually but then discuss that answer with a
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partner before answering a second time, necessitates precisely the social construction the
theory envisions.
Technology
Assessing the Potential of Technology. Given its rapid advances, technology
offers instructors yet another avenue for experimenting with and improving upon the
learning environment. One of the most promising technological resources available to
instructors for the classroom is clicker technology. Clickers have the potential to increase
student engagement, provide immediate feedback, allow student anonymity, and promote
responsive teaching. More specifically, clickers offer a means for instructors to
proactively include all students in the learning process and the capacity for students to
obtain immediate feedback based on their participatory efforts. Moreover, clickers can
accomplish these and other objectives in a completely safe environment without
disrupting the classroom or even interrupting the lesson itself while nevertheless
augmenting an instructor’s awareness of the extent of student knowledge.
Classroom response systems are relatively straightforward to implement in the
classroom. In this present study, the researcher used i-clickers because of its simplicity.
The general procedure for using classroom response systems are basically the same. The
i-clicker company provides the following description of i-clickers on its website.
―Students purchase or obtain a ―clicker,‖ a portable, handheld device that allows
students to vote by ―clicking‖ on the appropriate button for his/her choice. Each
instructor uses a receiver that collects votes sent by students’ clickers. Light and
portable, the receiver is powered through any computer’s USB. Instructor present
a question and enable polling. Each student responds by clicking the appropriate
button for his or her choice. A wireless signal is sent immediately from each
responding clicker to the receiver. The receiver, through the use of i-clicker’s
easy-to-use software, logs and stores the data of each individual student. The
instructor can then display voting results in a graph to the audience. The results
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are also available for later analysis, grading, exporting to any gradebook software
or course management system‖ (www.iclickers.com).
Researchers Bonk and Cunningham (1998) advocate the use of clickers because
they can tap into and increase the potential for collaboration and negotiation among
students. Because they offer an unobtrusive and alternative way for students to transfer
insight by providing and receiving different perspectives, clickers effectively contribute
to students’ ability to develop meaning and negotiate knowledge for and amongst
themselves (p. 34). In the interest of bridging theory with practice, clickers provide an
actual and feasible way for instructors to incorporate the generative learning principles.
Clickers prove to have a strongly cognitive constructivist purpose: they offer the
opportunity for inclusive participation so students can build upon their prior knowledge,
clickers reveal inconsistencies in answers, and they uncover areas of confusion to make
learning more relevant to students. In addition, their technological nature allows clickers
to facilitate a more rapid transfusion of generative learning practices (Cognition and
Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1991).
Clickers also function in ways that illustrate the social constructivist principles.
Their advantage of stimulating broad participation necessarily increases the potential for
dialogue and interaction among students. Upon providing and opening this avenue,
clickers almost inevitably create a setting where students negotiate collaboratively to
determine and define meaning. This collaboration is likely to occur even when students
are responding individually since they will still be aware of and presumably assess their
answers in relation to the aggregate display of answers. As Wertsch explains, ―the critical
point here is that as technology advances to alter cultural tools and institutional settings,
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the available mediational means that can impact cognitive functioning also change‖
(Bonk & Cunningham, 1998, p. 37).
Moreover, one of the greatest advantages clicker technology presents as a
transformation tool is its ability to provide immediate feedback to both the student and
the instructor. Feedback is a critical component to the learning process, but it frequently
does not occur in a traditional classroom until the instructor has conducted a formal
assessment (Chen, Whittinghill, & Kadlowec, 2006). In particular, instructor to student
feedback in large classes is very limited due to the sheer number of students. The use of
clicker technology provides an avenue for an instructor to give and receive feedback
throughout a class. In particular, clicker technology allows the instructor to choose his or
her feedback options. Instructors may instantaneously provide feedback as students are
answering questions so that, unlike other methods, clickers present actual, real-time
results. In contrast, clickers also allow instructors to delay aggregate feedback results
until the last student enters his/her answer. Regardless of the instructor’s logistical choice
of feedback, clicker software documents and retains students’ responses for instructors to
review and consider at their convenience. Furthermore, the instructor’s clicker receiver
allows the instructor to observe the responses as students are inputting them, potentially
contributing to possibilities for responsive teaching or at least more targeted explanation.
In comparison, instructors may be apt to utilize a less technological response format, like
flashcards or hand raising to solely make in-class judgments about student knowledge.
However, the ability to capture and assess student responses by flashcards or hand raising
in the future are not effortless and often time consuming and cumbersome. Yet, using
click technology allows the instructor to engage in responsive teaching effortlessly.
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Finally, introducing clickers in the classroom essentially allows instructors to
keep up with and acknowledge the role that technology already plays in the lives of
students. Even without accounting for technology, most students welcome the
opportunity to be actively involved (and therefore engaged) in their own learning. When
technology is paired as an acceptable tool of active involvement, students can more
openly avail themselves of in-class opportunities to search on-line for information to
confirm facts and lend credit to their arguments. Perhaps Gordon Wells explains this
occurrence most clearly when he notes that the zone of proximal development depends
not only on the learner him- or herself, but also upon the tools used in and interaction
between students (Bonk & Cunningham, 1998, p. 37).
Using Technology to Enhance Design and Promote Cooperative Learning.
Although seemingly obvious, one should note that all students are expected to do
their own and fair share of work, even in a collaborative setting. While researchers have
persuasive evidence that individuals who work in groups learn more than individuals who
work alone, one of the most valid and common concerns regarding learning interaction is
whether the more knowledgeable peer will dominate a collaborative interaction. After all,
if one individual clearly monopolizes a group activity, his or her control may be
detrimental to the other participants’ learning and even impede his or her own
advancement. However, studies suggest that a proper instructional design can alleviate
this concern and lead to more beneficial outcomes for all collaborative participants.
The recommendations for developing an effective design for collaborative
learning are surprisingly few. First, it is worth reiterating that empowering students
through peer teaching to share their understanding of content can lead to a deeper level of
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knowledge for all collaborative learning participants (Slavin, 1996). When instructors
create cooperative learning activities to ensure that students have a common goal and
some form of social interdependence, the design limits the domination and wastefulness
of the interaction experience (Johnson & Johnson, 1999; Slavin, 1983). In reminding
themselves of this fact, it is crucial that instructors relinquish some of their ingrained
tendencies to closely monitor the learning process in favor of letting students direct the
process themselves (Weimer, 2003). Second, instructors must remind all students that the
goal of collaborative learning is to promote learning among all students instead of
striving to reach consensus on one particular answer. To this end, instructors should
discourage the more knowledgeable students from simply telling other student(s) ―the‖
answer.
Researcher Eric Mazur (1997) coined the term ―peer instruction‖ to describe a
procedure in which he pairs students together and challenges the teams to develop a
deeper understanding of the course content. Once tasked with their own learning, Mazur
reports that students are inclined to do more than memorize concepts or terms; he finds
instead that they learn how to think about and through a problem.
Mazur’s technique consists of seven steps and demands surprisingly little of
instructors. Instructors begin by posing a question to the class. Then instructors give the
students the opportunity to think briefly about and record their individual answers. Next,
students use peer instruction to convince other students of their position and, if necessary,
revise their answers. Lastly, all students report back to the instructor who tallies the
responses before explaining the correct answer (Mazur, 1997). Notably, each phase of
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Mazur’s process involves only nominal time so that, if instructors structure the activity
carefully, it can create very little disruption but reap tremendous academic benefits.
Successful peer instructions require student preparation and consequential
instructor feedback. Accordingly, Mazur and colleagues have implemented procedures to
ensure that students complete assigned readings before arriving in class. Whereas Mazur
initially used a four question reading quiz that allowed students to earn bonus points on
their final examinations, he now utilizes web-based assignments. The purpose of such
assignments in Mazur’s peer instruction classes is to help students organize the
assignment ahead of the class meeting; the assignments are required and worth five
percent of the student’s total grade (Crouch & Mazur, 2001). Once in class and engaged
in the peer instruction activity, students can indicate their answers to the instructor
through a variety of methods (e.g., hand raising, flashcards, clickers, and scan sheets).
Bunce, VandenPlas, and Havanki (2006) investigated the benefits of students
using laptop computers or an on-line web quiz to answer different types of exampreparation questions. Students used laptop computers to answer questions in-class while
others used home computers to answer on-line web quiz questions on their own time. The
exam questions were similar but not identical to the two types of questioning
methodologies. The results of Bunce et al.’s study were not as significant to this literature
review as is their methodology. The major design shortcomings of Bunce et al.’s study
were that the researchers failed to make equal comparisons (thereby significantly limiting
the usefulness of their results) or take account of important intervening considerations.
With respect to the first point, there is no reasonable way to assess differences in
outcomes between the conditions of laptop versus on-line quiz questions. Since the
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researchers kept the on-line web quiz questions available and accessible throughout the
course of the semester, students could use them to prepare for exams (the dependent
variable). Therefore, one could argue that the on-line web quiz questions provided an
additional resource that all students could use as study aids while the laptop questions
were temporary presented in-class and not accessible as exam preparation. Thus, the
availability (or lack) of questions confounds the learning performance outcomes (Bunce,
Vandenplas, & Havanki, 2006).
With respect to the second design weakness, the laptops offered a way to maintain
anonymity in responding to in-class questions but nevertheless provided a mechanism
whereby students had a general idea of how their classmates were answering. In
particular, the researchers constructed a histogram that recorded and showed all students
the popularity of answers as they were inputted real-time. Since students presumably
have an innate desire to answer correctly and are subject to peer influence, social
comparison suggests that students would do well to wait until they had a sense from the
histogram of what the right or popular answer was before locking in their own response.
Again, the emphasis is that the methodology is more important than the technology,
especially when comparing two different instructional designs (Judson & Sawada, 2002;
Mayer et al., 2009; Premkumar & Coupal, 2008).
Assessing Collaborative Learning and Technology. One of the obvious issues
that should arise in any discussion of technology in education is whether students
themselves value its use. Nevertheless, one of the most pervasive problems with existing
research on technological benefits in the classroom relates to the prevalence of qualitative
rather than quantitative data. Qualitative data certainly provide important insight and
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produce relevant and necessary findings; however, one could also argue that more
attention to empirical research could lead to more balanced and robust conclusions.
With respect to qualitative data, though, an example of an important and
informative study is that in which MacGeorge et al. (2008) used student perception as the
centerpiece of their study to test the general claim that audience response methods,
including but not limited to clickers and student or classroom response systems, improve
student engagement and learning. These researchers assert that methodological
limitations in previous studies, ranging from the use of atypical students and classes to
technological assessments based on overly short use periods and/or questions that fail to
record meaningful student reactions to technology, reduce the usefulness of their findings
(MacGeorge et al., 2008). To address these shortcomings, MacGeorge et al. actually
developed an instrument designed to capture a multi-dimensional evaluation of
technology.
Applying their instrument to a semester-long period of courses, the researchers
surveyed undergraduate students in the beginning, middle, and end of their classes.
According to their measurements and student data, MacGeorge et al. report that students
view clickers as easy to use, fun, beneficial to learning, and a positive reason to attend
class. The incentive structure of this study did not associate grades with clicker use,
meaning instructors did not grade students for using the clickers to record either correct
or incorrect answers. In MacGeorge et al.’s study, therefore, there was no threat to
students that their participation using clickers could result in a negative grade.
In contrast, Willoughby and Gustafson’s 2008 study of an introductory astronomy
class using clickers as a participatory method did incorporate an incentive grading
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scheme. The researchers designed their study to evaluate two similar courses taught by
the same instructor and using clicker technology. Students in each class used clickers to
answer a select amount of questions worth five percent of their total grade. In one
condition (labeled ―low stakes‖), students received credit regardless of whether they
answered correctly or not. In the second (―high stakes‖) condition, only students received
credit for answering the questions correctly.
Willoughby and Gustafson also used peer instruction techniques in their design by
combining students into groups of four. The researchers’ interest in this respect was to
determine if the groups engaged in block voting (i.e. submitting one question for the
entire group) and whether the stakes of the condition influenced group tendency to vote
in blocks. The results suggest that the ―stakes‖ mattered very much to students: in the
high stake classrooms, block voting occurred in the learning groups 69 percent of the
time, compared to block voting in the low stakes classroom, which occurred only 45
percent of the time (Willoughby & Gustafson, 2009). It appears that classrooms that
apply high stakes assessing in turn decrease individual group members from taking
academic risks by answering individually.
Of particular interest to instructors who use both peer instruction and clickers to
increase the negotiation of meaning among students may be the related effects staking
grades has on outcomes in related areas. For instance, at least in Willoughby and
Gustafson’s study, qualitative codes revealed a decline in the amount of discussion
among students in the high stake classroom. Consequently, thinking carefully about the
incentive structure they implement as part of the instructional design to accompany
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clickers is potentially as important as an instructor’s decision to use clickers in the first
place.
The preceding studies illustrate that researchers increasingly recognize that, in
addition to conventional challenges, logistically fewer opportunities for direct
involvement, feedback, and practice assessments in large classrooms introduce unique
complexities instructors must address. These challenges are mediated by the use of
clickers in the classroom. Students in clicker classrooms, regardless of size, have the
same opportunity to practice answering questions. Although feedback is a key principle
to good practice in undergraduate education (Chickering & Gamson, 1987), it is almost
altogether lacking in traditional lecture classrooms but surfaces as an almost natural
product in clicker classrooms. Furthermore, the very nature of clicker technology,
especially when paired with a conducive instructional design, can produce an active
learning environment that facilitates greater interaction not only among students but also
between students and faculty.
Prior to Willoughby and Gustafson’s study, Trees and Jackson (2007) provided an
excellent review of the way course designs and the characteristics of students themselves
relate to student perceptions of learning and engagement in a clicker classroom. These
researchers used survey responses from over 1,500 undergraduates enrolled in seven
large ―clicker‖ courses from three universities as examples of what students want and
expect. Among the pedagogical advantages Trees and Jackson attribute to clickers are the
method’s ability to ―assess students’ understanding, give feedback on learning, initiate a
classroom discussion, stimulate student activity, explore students’ responses, and
customize instruction‖ (2007, pp. 24-25). But researchers continue to warn against
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instructors adopting a deterministic view of technology; student learning and engagement
do not automatically result just because instructors implement technology as a learning
tool (Sproull & Kiesler, 1991).
At any rate, Trees and Jackson’s survey results suggest that course design and
student characteristics influence students’ perceptions regarding the need for and benefit
of clickers. Students who value active participation and feedback as part of the learning
process recognize the relevance of clicker technology. However, students whose
academic experiences occur mainly in large classrooms develop different expectations of
norms. If undergraduate students spend their first two years of college in a traditional and
large classroom, they become (reasonably) inculcated to believe that participation is
logistically impossible and that they will receive relatively little—if any—attention as an
individual. Once these students become accustomed to essentially flying beneath the
academic radar, the sudden introduction of clickers and their corresponding expectations
can exact negative responses. If students have no previous motivation to learn and no real
enjoyment based upon their participation in class, they are less likely to embrace the
changes that clickers introduce.
Nonetheless, instructors can mediate classroom adjustments by framing the role
and importance of clickers carefully. Instructors who conscientiously strive to achieve
buy-in from the students who will be using the clickers have a much greater chance of
fostering an active learning environment that produces more positive outcomes. While an
instructor’s ability to ―sell‖ the learning tool will ultimately transform the classroom,
Trees and Jackson clearly state that students themselves determine how beneficial
clickers will be in their personal educational experience: ―the final effectiveness of the
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clicker will rest with each student accepting the potential of clickers to positively affect
their learning‖ (p. 38).
Practical Importance of Method, Not Media. To gather data on and determine
the effectiveness of classroom activities, Mazur and his colleagues (Crouch & Mazur,
2001) surveyed secondary and postsecondary instructors who use peer instruction
designs. The specific aim of Mazur et al.’s study was to collect quantitative data relating
to the success of peer instructional design. To this end, the researchers utilized a national
standard physics concept test to statistically evaluate learning outcomes and evaluate
whether there were differences between peer instruction and more traditional classes.
Mazur and colleagues also used student course evaluations to identify whether students
indicate a preference for peer instruction.
Over 700 instructors submitted survey responses. The researchers rejected the
surveys that failed to comport with their definition and expectation of peer instruction, so
the number of viable responses was reduced to roughly 384. However, the vast majority
of these viable courses measured learning outcomes on the basis of the instructor’s own
ad hoc and typically qualitative analysis. Since only 30 courses met both criteria of
employing the defined approach to peer instruction and measuring learning outcomes
according to the nationally standardized test, those 30 were ultimately the basis of the
study. Based on students’ pre- and posttest scores on the physics test, Mazur et al.’s study
indicate that 27 of the 30 peer instruction courses produced ―medium‖ student learning
gains, which, though seemingly modest, were greater than the reported learning gains in
any of the comparable traditional courses (Fagen, Crouch, & Mazur, 2002).
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Mazur’s colleague Nick Lasry has also studied the use of peer instruction, but he
has done so using the conditions of clicker technology and flashcards (2008). Lasry’s
research subjects were first-semester Canadian community college students whom he
randomly assigned to one of two courses using either clickers or flashcards. The
instructor (Lasry), content, assessments, and instructional design were identical across
conditions. Lasry used the standard physics test to measure students’ prior knowledge at
the beginning of the course and again at the end to measure resulting learning outcomes.
To obtain a more robust comparison of learning outcomes, Lasry also developed and
implemented a final course exam that related to but differed from the standard physics
exam.
Lasry found that students’ in peer instruction courses using clicker technology did
not score significantly higher on either the pre- or post-standardized physics exam than
their counterparts in the peer instruction courses using flashcards. The students with
access to the clicker technology also failed to perform better on the final course exam
than those who used flashcards (Lasry, 2008). Lasry, a staunch advocate of peer
instruction, concludes that clickers do not provide any additional benefit to learning; he
maintains that technology is of less importance to learning outcomes than peer instruction
itself. What all of Mazur’s research and Lasry’s study share in common and establish is
the importance of student engagement. Student engagement, so related to and an integral
part of active learning, requires students to embrace a proactive role in their own learning
process. The engagement and activity level encourages students to take responsibility for
their learning.
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Stowell and Nelson (2007) used a laboratory setting to study whether and how
various instructional designs promoted student participation, learning, and emotion. The
researchers hypothesized that active engagement leads to greater learning and positive
emotions and used a control condition as well as conditions involving clickers, handraising, and response cards to determine which method generated the most student
participation. Stowell and Nelson’s results indicated that student engagement was more
evident in both the clicker and response card groups than in the hand-raising or control
conditions.
Technology and Learning Outcomes. While most researchers generally agree
that clicker technology increases academic engagement and enthusiasm among students
and enhances the possibility for feedback, studies produce inconsistent findings on
whether or not clickers actually improve learning outcomes. Whereas Mayer et al.’s 2009
study contrasting clickers and paper responses showed significant improvement in
outcomes among students using clickers, Lasry’s 2008 study comparing clickers and
flashcards failed to reveal meaningful differences in outcomes. Because other
undergraduate studies evaluating clickers across a variety of disciplines have
demonstrated small but positive academic gains, technology still demonstrates
considerable promise to contribute to and improve students’ educational experience.
Stowell and Nelson’s (2007) study produced these types of encouraging results.
Despite similarities in participation, different learning outcomes appeared between
students in the clicker and response card groups. In particular, students assigned to the
clicker condition were more involved in class discussions and obtained higher scores on
the exam questions than students in any of the other groups. Upon assessing this
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outcome, Stowell and Nelson theorized that influence and perhaps even intimidation
played a greater role in the response card group. Since students’ responses were visible in
the response card group, it is possible that, instead of answering what they believed to be
the correct answer, students in the condition could feel self-doubt—or a sense of
intimidation—and simply display the most common answer they saw on other response
cards. In contrast, all student responses in the clicker condition were anonymous, so there
was no possible way for any individual to know how other students were answering.
The plausibility of influence resulting from visible responses extends and applies
to the hand-raising and control condition groups. The basis of this assumption stems from
the fact that the students in these groups consistently scored better on in-class questions
than they did on the exam. By way of explanation, some participants may have chosen
their in-class responses based upon other students’ answers instead of taking the initiative
(and risk) to answer independently. But when those same students were put in the
position of having to answer the exam questions independently, their lack of knowledge
became more evident, thus explaining the considerable disparity in correct answers
between the in-class and exam questions.
Indeed, the participants in Stowell and Nelson’s hand-raising condition produced
the highest correct response rate to the in-class review questions while participants in the
clicker condition recorded the lowest. These results comport with the researchers’ claim
that the anonymity of clicker technology forces students to answer even in-class
questions individually and therefore reflects a more accurate dispersion of responses.
Stowell and Nelson argue that the greatest benefit of clicker technology is the accuracy it
provides in terms of student feedback since instructors have a more precise benchmark of
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student understanding and knowledge (2007, p.56). In line with this rationale,
participants’ exam scores in Stowell and Nelson’s experiment were not significantly
different across groups; however, there was more congruency between the clicker
participants’ in-class and exam responses. The fluctuation among in-class and exam
responses in the hand-raising and response card groups fluctuated between 98 and 92
percent correct on the in-class questions to 60 and 52 percent correct on the exam
questions, respectively.
Edmonds and Edmonds (2008) assessed whether the use of clickers in account
managerial classes produced higher student exam scores. These researchers focused on
the active learning environment clickers create and speculated that their use would
correspond to positive gains in student learning. In direct challenge to other
academicians’ belief that clicker technology benefits only the higher performing or
otherwise more advanced students, Edmonds and Edmonds submitted that clickers would
actually have a more noticeable effect on students with lower grade point averages
Edmonds and Edmonds’ randomly assigned undergraduate account management
students to one of six introductory classes; half of the classes used clickers over the
duration of the semester while the other half did not. The researchers used an incentive
structure whereby students who answered in-class review questions correctly received
bonus points. In the clicker conditions, instructors graded all responses using the clicker
software. In the non-clicker conditions, instructors collected a single and random
question to grade and determined bonus point distribution. Edmonds and Edmonds found
that students who used clickers scored 3.1 percentage points higher on average than the
non-clicker students, and logistical regression established that clicker use was a
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significant predictor of student exam scores. Finally, there was a more noticeable
difference in improvements among students with lower grade point averages; exam
scores among students with higher grade point averages failed to reflect either gains or
losses (Edmonds & Edmonds, 2008) The researchers attributed the dispersion in benefits
to the immediate opportunities otherwise lower-performing students have when using
clickers to become aware of and address their own academic misconceptions.
Cotner, Fall, Wick, Walker, & Baepler (2008) contributed to the field of research
on clickers by evaluating their use in large classes. In seeking to explore the impact of
immediate feedback assessment techniques (IFAT or scratch-offs) on student engagement
and exam preparation, Cotner et al. evaluated three classrooms that each used IFAT in
small intact groups throughout a semester. The study also employed clicker conditions. In
one classroom, the instructor alternated the use of IFAT and clicker technology on a
weekly basis. At the end of the semester, surveys confirmed that the students appreciated
the opportunity to work in groups to learn from each other and the prompt feedback IFAT
affords. However, the researchers did not discover statistically significant differences
with respect to the type of feedback the students preferred. The combination of IFAT and
clickers was certainly beneficial in terms of promoting student engagement, student-tostudent interactions, and instantaneous instructor feedback to enhance understanding
(Cotner, Fall, Wick, Walker, & Baepler, 2008). Nevertheless, feedback itself seemed to
matter to students more than particular IFAT methods so that, ultimately, students did not
report preferring any one IFAT method more than any other.
Beuckman, Rebello, and Zollman (2007) utilized a more sophisticated classroom
response system (e.g., personal digital assistants, or PDAs) in their comparison of the
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affect of clickers on learning. A PDA device differs from most clicker technology insofar
as the former is not limited to multiple choice/true false response options as the latter
often is. Also, PDAs provide opportunity for students to ask questions via the device and
respond to short, open-ended questions.
In this study, the researchers used Mazur’s Peer Instruction Technique to compare
course grades between the two conditions and determine whether an increase use of
PDAs resulted in greater learning outcomes (Beuckman, Rebello, & Zollman, 2007). One
of Beuckman et al.’s more interesting findings was that students in the course using
PDAs had significantly higher course grade point averages than students in the course
that used clickers. There were also significant differences in students’ grade distributions
between the courses. Students in the courses using PDAs were more likely to earn ―A‖ or
―B‖ grades than the students using clickers.
Despite their potential, the findings in Beuckman et al.’s study have
disappointingly little applicability. Unfortunately, the researchers neglect to explain and
elaborate on what their study means by ―using‖ PDA technology. On one hand, the
students in the PDA condition could have participated extensively if they used the ―ask
your instructor a question‖ feature. Conversely, student participation might have been
more limited if they used the PDAs to answer more open-ended questions. The results of
Beuckman et al.’s study are useful because they shed more light on the potential part
technology can play in fostering active, collaborative learning environments but, without
a control condition, one cannot easily generalize the results to apply to other conditions
or studies.
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The preceding literature review highlights the frequently positive results clicker
technology can produce, especially with respect to facilitating and increasing the
tendency for active learning and student engagement. However, the existing literature is
also inconsistent with respect to conclusive findings about whether or not and how
clickers influence learning outcomes. The current study seeks to distinguish itself and
contribute to the discipline both by carefully implementing a sound methodological
approach and focusing more specifically on learning outcomes. By using both a control
and treatment conditions within a laboratory setting, the researcher can better control for
some of the complexities encountered in the classroom learning environment and produce
meaningful comparisons.
Conclusion.
Despite growing consensus about the positive pedagogical role technology can
play in the classroom, questions regarding its appropriate integration and ultimate benefit
to learning outcomes persist. Given their relative cost effectiveness and ease of use,
clickers have become the focal point of many technologically based research endeavors.
Many contemporary researchers have begun to study how instructors can combine
clickers with active learning principles and collaboration to facilitate and improve
learning outcomes. While the research to date has certainly contributed to our
understanding of pedagogy and student learning, these studies have suffered from various
and identifiable limitations, such as lack of a control condition (see Lasry, 2008),
insufficient control of intervening classroom variables (see Lasry, 2008; and Mayer et al.,
2009), or the absence of a collaborative peer instruction condition (see Mayer et al.,
2009; and Stowell & Nelson, 2007). Instead of discounting established findings,
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however, the current study seeks to use them to build upon and advance our knowledge
about the potential for clickers to promote social learning. Beginning with the
presumption that clickers can only improve and will not inhibit learning outcomes, the
present research brings together and incorporates the strongest aspects and components of
preceding studies—clickers, flashcards, the use of peer instruction as a collaborative
learning technique, and an emphasis on learning outcomes—in a single research
endeavor. In doing so, the study hopes to bridge potential research gaps by combining the
most promising findings from separate and individual research and to do so in a way that
imposes greater controls and strives to establish quantitatively significant findings that
have been previously few or lacking altogether. Since this approach still permits
acknowledging and accounting for important and underlying theoretical frameworks, its
ultimate objective is to produce new insight and findings that not only enrich our
understanding of the research to date but that also creates new avenues for eventual
research considerations.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate an instructional intervention designed to
enhance student learning. In particular, the current proposal evaluates instructional
strategies utilizing active, collaborative, and technology-based instruction and their
effects on learning outcomes. The interventions are intended to improve students’
learning outcomes through the use of peer instruction (i.e., peer discussion) aided by
clicker technology.
Participants
Upon approval from the Institutional Review Board, the study recruited 200
students from the Department of Educational Psychology’s subject pool. The researcher
assigned the students to one of five conditions (control; clicker-response individual;
clicker-response peer instruction; flashcard-response individual; and flashcard-response
peer instruction) based on the students’ availability. Condition assignments depended
upon the day the student volunteered; group one students participated the first day, group
two students on the second, and so on.
On February 25 2010 the researcher sent an email notice to 200 Educational
Psychology subject pool participants requesting that they sign up to participate in one of
ten sessions that would occur throughout the two-week period of March 1 through March
11. Approximately 150 students signed up following this initial notification. The
researcher then sent a follow-up email to the remaining 50 participants to remind and
encourage them to sign up prior to the last session; 21 students in this group neither
responded nor signed up for a session and another 14 indicated that they had scheduling
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conflicts that precluded their participation altogether. To mitigate the loss of these 14
students, the researcher permitted six other students from the subject pool to sign up for
and participate in an open session. Ultimately, the study consisted of 171 total students,
91 of whom participated during the first week and 80 who participated in the second.
The 171 student participants were permitted to choose the session that was most
convenient for their schedule, and participants did not know in advance which condition
corresponded with each session. Initially, participants could select either a morning or an
afternoon session that met on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. The researcher decided
that each session had to have a minimum of 12 but no more than 20 students to obtain
optimum results. Because only five students signed up for the second Thursday morning
session, the researcher canceled that session but was able to accommodate those five and
additional students by opening another session on Wednesday afternoon of that same
week. Given the scheduling and attendance of these sessions, each intervention (control,
clicker-response individual, clicker-response peer instruction, flashcard-response
individual, and flashcard-response peer instruction,) occurred twice over the period of the
study. Although the researcher conducted identical sessions the same way during both
weeks, each intervention during the first week was assessed to determine whether
adjustments or other procedural changes were necessary. In the end, no such changes
were necessary.
The Educational Psychology subject pool drew participants from a large
Southwest university. The students were currently enrolled in one of three courses (EdP
371, Introduction to Statistics; EdP 363, Human Sexuality; or EdP 363M, Adolescent
Development). The demographic make-up of students from the pool was 64 percent
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female; 96 percent who were between 18 and 25 years old. Fifty-seven percent of
participants were college seniors, and freshman and graduate students accounted for 1.2
and 3.5 percent of the subject pool population, respectively.
In this particular study, the demographic make-up of participants was remarkably
close to the demographics of students in the entire pool with one notable exception. In the
overall pool, women represent slightly more than half of all participants; however,
women were overrepresented in the present study, comprising 92 percent of all students
(n = 158). A majority of the participants were seniors (64.1percent, n = 109), followed by
juniors (24.1percent, n = 41), and then sophomores (7.1percent, n =12). Finally, 95
percent of participants fell within the 18 to 25 age range.
An a priori power analysis using G-Power software determined that a total of 200
students were needed to detect a medium effect size (Cohen, 1992; Mayer et al., 2009).
Use of the following parameters yielded an estimated power of .81: an alpha level set at
.05, an f2 of .25, and five levels of between-subjects variable. This estimated power is
greater than the recommended value of 0.8 (Cohen, 1992; Stevens, 2007) to better detect
moderate differences between and among outcomes. A post hoc power analysis using GPower software and a total N of 171 yielded a power level of .73.
Materials and Measures
A 2009 study by Mayer et al. provided the basis for the research design. All
students received a lecture on a section of a chapter about spatial learning. The specific
content consisted of a lesson about ―Rats, Mazes, and Psychology‖ from the text
Learning and Memory (Terry, 2006). Other study materials included a chapter content, a
teaching lecture script, fidelity checklist, in-class questions, a pseudo-classroom, clicker
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technology, flashcards, PowerPoint slides, a document-camera projector and a seating
chart feedback organizer. The two measures are the pre- and posttest.
Materials
Chapter Content: Spatial Learning. Terry’s (2006) section on spatial learning
contains five distinct topics: an introduction, rats, mazes, and psychology, route versus
survey maps, schemas in spatial memory, and the development of spatial memory in
children (see Appendix A). Within each section, the author provides content information
that explains and conceptualizes spatial learning. The PowerPoint slides covered three
main organizational structures: the researcher, the term, and concepts to help the students
understand the chapter material. For example, the students learned about the researcher,
Edward Tolman; his term ―cognitive maps‖; and the conceptual difference between
―learning a place versus learning a stimulus‖ (p. 338). Posttests contained questions that
measured student retention.
The Lecture Script. The instructor (who was the primary researcher) used a
lecture format to teach students about spatial learning. The lecture was designed to
closely resemble an actual classroom environment, except that the instructor used a
scripted lecture to ensure that all students across all conditions received the same content
delivery (see Appendix B). While a scripted presentation is obviously not always the
―best‖ or most optimal way to introduce information in a classroom setting, the benefits
of protecting against maturation threats to internal validity (―getting better as we teach‖)
in the present quasi-experiment mitigated the disadvantages resulting from a pre-scripted,
canned lecture.
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Perhaps it is also worth noting that the primary researcher has previous and actual
classroom teaching experience. While not relevant to the experiment itself, the fact that
the researcher has served as an assistant professor at the collegiate level should reduce
concerns relating to awkwardness or inexperience in presenting material to the students.
The primary researcher taught the lesson by organizing the chapter into two main
approaches to spatial learning: Clark Hull’s stimulus-response and Edward Tolman’s
cognitive map. Students in all conditions responded to an in-class question with the
primary researcher facilitating the response procedure according to script and each
particular treatment condition.
Fidelity Check. A fidelity checklist was in place at the beginning of the study
(see Appendix C). Three fellow colleagues and researchers were trained on the checklist
to ensure that the researcher taught each session in either the same or a nearly identical
manner in terms of time allotted both to the intervals between in-class questions and the
overall session. The checklist included teacher behaviors such as levels of enthusiasm,
clarity, movement, use of real world examples, and interaction with students. The fidelity
checkers were given copies of the PowerPoint lecture script and followed along with each
slide while simultaneously evaluating each of the behavioral levels. Additionally, the
fidelity checkers measured the instructor’s pace of delivery. All sessions had a fidelity
checker except for the two sessions on Wednesday, March 10, when none of the checkers
were available. During these sessions, the researcher methodically timed the interval
between the in-class questions during each scripted delivery to ensure consistency with
the other eight lectures. The researcher could not judge to the levels of enthusiasm,
clarity, movement, use of real world examples, or interaction with students. The average
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session time (in minutes) per condition were: control, 41; clicker-response individual 43;
clicker-response peer instruction, 50; flashcard-response individual, 47; and flashcardresponse peer instruction, 56.
In-class Questions. The scripted lecture exposed students to in-class questions at
specific times. These multiple choice/retention questions appeared on projected
PowerPoint slides that asked students about a specific term and how that term relates to a
conceptual idea. Importantly, the researcher designed all conceptual in-class questions in
a way that promoted discourse. Each student in each treatment condition answered five
in-class questions, which were identical regardless of condition.
The in-class retention questions were similar but not identical to the pre- and
posttest questions. Notably, students answered three separate sets of retention questions:
the first that appeared in the pretest, a second as part of the mid-lecture, in-class questions
and the third as a component of the posttest. The mid-lecture retention questions focused
on a student’s ability to organize and select relevant content. By means of comparison,
only the posttest contained a transfer question designed to test a student’s ability to
integrate and apply content in a slightly different context.
Pseudo-Classroom. Students in the quasi-experiment met in a pseudo-classroom
in the College of Education building. They randomly chose a numbered seat facing the
front of the classroom where the primary researcher presented both the scripted lecture
and in-class questions. The room itself consisted of a document-camera projector and a
laptop computer to run PowerPoint and the clicker technology software. The researcher
only utilized the document-camera project in the flashcard-response individual and the
flashcard-response peer instruction conditions to annotate in-class question responses
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(i.e., present feedback). Using the document-camera projector in these few conditions
allowed the instructor to provide students’ in-class question response feedback via a realtime and annotated histogram.
Clicker Technology. Although there are a variety of classroom response systems
to use, this experiment used i-clicker technology because of its simplicity. It is important
to acknowledge the range of technological possibilities clickers create for classroom
instruction since the extent of their potential clearly legitimizes further exploration and
studies about their use. The clicker device is a small portable handheld remote that allows
students to choose from six responses labeled ―A‖ through ―F.‖ Students ―click‖ on what
they believe is the correct response to the instructor’s question. The response is sent via
wireless signal to the instructor’s laptop computer, which has i-clicker software to
capture and tabulate the responses via the USB port. In the current quasi-experiment, the
primary researcher/instructor can and did immediately display students’ responses as a
histogram on the projector screen. The responses that appeared on-screen in the
experiment were anonymous because the data are aggregated by collective response
choice (see Appendix D).
The i-clicker software is capable of registering individual clicker responses by
associating clickers with specific students. This feature allows instructors to archive and
transfer individual answers to any grading apparatus (e.g., Blackboard) at a later time.
The primary researcher in the described experiment did not register students to maintain
potential confidentiality expectations associated with student consent agreements. But the
ease of use for both instructors and students and the ability of instructors to capture and
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assess both aggregate and individual responses are included among the many benefits of
i-clicker technology.
Flashcards. The flashcard-response individual and the flashcard-response peer
instruction students used flashcards to indicate their response to in-class questions. The
flashcards contained six responses labeled ―A‖ through ―E.‖ Students each received a
package of six cards. The flashcards were mounted on large note cards with letters clearly
written on one side.
PowerPoint Slides. The instructor/facilitator used PowerPoint slides to help
organize the learning material for students. Each slide contained pertinent information
and presented the information using primarily straightforward, bulleted text statements.
The researcher also utilized PowerPoint slides to present in-class questions.
Document-camera Projector. The document-camera projector allowed nontransparent paper to be displayed on the projector. In this study, the researcher used the
document-camera projector in the flashcard-response conditions to simulate the response
feedback histogram of the clicker software.
Seating Chart Organizer. The experiment used a seating chart feedback
organizer to capture the flashcard responses (see Appendix E). In the flashcard-response
individual condition, the researcher tallied the respective ―A‖ through ―E‖ flashcard
responses on the seating chart organizer and then tallied the response real-time via the
document-camera projector. In the flashcard-response peer instruction condition, the
researcher tallied the responses on the seating chart organizer first. This particular
approach prevented students from immediately becoming aware of the actual number of
responses per answer choice in attempt to better preserve anonymity. Only after the
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students engaged in peer instruction did they become privy to the instructor’s aggregate
(and resulting) tally of responses. At this time, the instructor presented the aggregate
responses resulting from peer instruction to the class via the document-camera projector.
The seating chart organizer was not necessary in either the control or the clicker
conditions.
Measures
All students took a pretest, posttest, and demographic questionnaire. Prior to the
study, an item analysis using Cronbach alpha was computed for the combined pretest and
posttest items. The researcher utilized two courses that were not involved in the study but
had similar student demographics (e.g., undergraduates, age, and sex). A total of 75
students answered the 30 items. The researcher evaluated students’ answer responses to
determine which questions to keep, delete, or alter. The value of the Cronbach coefficient
alpha was .45, indicating a moderate reliability. Weak items (ones that had low item to
test correlations) were either deleted or altered.
Demographic Questionnaire. All students completed a post-study questionnaire
to collect demographic information and acquire a sense about the extent of their daily use
of or reliance on technology (see Appendix F). Demographic questions pertained to each
student’s age, sex, SAT/ACT scores, academic major, and college year (assessed by
completed credit hours so that first year < 30 hours, sophomore 31 – 60 hours, juniors 6190 hours, and seniors 90+ hours). Daily technology questions appeared in terms of ―do
you own/use…‖ to determine the students’ technological familiarity and comfort level. It
is probably worth noting that, even though the majority of college-aged students are
technologically savvy and the demographic information captures instances that may
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negate this assumption, technological comfort questions are arguably a formality since
the clickers are easy for anyone—regardless of technological know-how—to use. Even
so, the question does provide insulation from suspicions relating to whether or not
clickers benefit only the more technologically-advanced students.
The Pretest. The paper and pencil pretest consisted of ten questions relating to
spatial learning generally and Tolman’s cognitive map and Hull’s stimulus-response
theories specifically. Pretest questions resembled the in-class and posttest questions
without being exactly identical to them (see Appendix G). Examples of pretest questions
are:
Pretest 1. Spatial learning is
(a) knowing how to arrange words in a sentence.
(b) knowing how to separate sentences into smaller conjunctions.
(c) knowing how to get from one place to another.
(d) knowing how to organize structures within a business model.
Pretest 2. When we engage in long distance navigation we rely on
(a) short term memory.
(b) only external environmental cues.
(c) long term memory.
(d) multiple types of cues.
The purpose of the pretest was to gauge student’s initial level of understanding and
awareness of the subject matter (i.e., prior knowledge) to identify posttest outcomes and
improvements more meaningful. The pretest also served as a covariate in an analysis of
covariance.
The Posttest. The paper and pencil posttest consisted of 20 questions relating to
spatial learning generally and Tolman’s cognitive map and Hull’s stimulus-response
theories more specifically. The posttest questions were similar but not identical to the
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pretest and in-class questions (see Appendix H). The following are examples of posttest
questions:
Posttest 1. Spatial learning is an important concept to pilots because:
(a) it enhances their ability to navigate via constellations.
(b) it allows them to determine airspeed and altitude.
(c) it gives them awareness of how they determine locations.
(d) it does not apply to this group of people.
Posttest 2. Hull’s experiments on spatial learning suggested that rats
(a) acquired a cognitive map of the maze and surrounding
environment.
(b) learned the response of making turns in mazes.
(c) learned the place where food was located in the maze.
(d) relied on the survey description of learning.
Confidence Level Survey. A confidence level survey was administered to the
conditions that involved collaborative peer instruction (see Appendix I). Students were
asked to indicate their level of confidence in their individual answer after each of the five
in-class questions. Students were asked to rate their confidence level again after
answering individual questions following the peer instruction. A treatment integrity
check was performed using a dependent t test to verify significance. The results from
these confidence surveys showed that a majority of students felt more confident after the
peer instruction [t (1, 66), = 5.40, p = .00].
Procedure
A quasi-experimental design provided the methodological framework that
compared the learning outcomes of students across the five learning environments. To
ensure consistency across conditions, the instructor, student eligibility requirements,
lecture content, and the pre-, in-, and posttest questions were exactly the same.
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Consequently, the researcher implemented and followed the subsequent four procedural
steps between and within all learning conditions:
1. All students were assigned to one of the five conditions before arriving in the
pseudo classroom.
2. All students read and signed a consent form before the study began.
3. All students took a paper and pencil pretest to determine their prior knowledge
level.
4. The researcher provided the same set of general directions to all students (e.g.,
listen and learn as if you were in a real classroom) regardless of condition.
Conditions
Control condition. Once students entered the pseudo classroom and were seated
in their randomly assigned place, they received a folder containing the consent form and
pretest. The students were instructed to take out only the consent form to read and sign.
The instructor addressed questions about the consent form at that time. Then the students
were allowed five minutes to take the pretest.
Next, the students received a scripted lecture on spatial learning. Students were
neither required nor encouraged to take notes during the lecture. Unlike the treatment
conditions, the researcher did not facilitate active learning among students in the control
condition. However, to ensure that students in all conditions had an equal amount of
lecture, the instructor posed the same in-class questions to the control group and called on
students to answer the question by raising their hand. Furthermore, the instructor
provided the correct answer via script regardless of response. The in-class questions were
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spaced at near identical times within the lecture. Upon completion of the lecture and
session, all students took a posttest individually and without the benefit of any assistance.
Following the posttest, students completed the demographic questionnaire before
departing the pseudo classroom.
Clicker-response individual condition. The clicker-response individual condition
students received the same scripted lecture on spatial learning. This included the five inclass questions nearly spaced at the same intervals and answered by clicker technology.
Furthermore, the researcher followed the procedural protocol in a manner consistent to
the control condition.
In this condition, the instructor/researcher paused during the scripted lecture once
he covered the first topics and showed students the in-class multiple choice question via
PowerPoint. After verifying that the students knew how to use clicker, the researcher
provided the following directions: ―Please use your clickers to select the correct answer.
Do not discuss your answer with anyone.‖ To answer the question, the students pressed
the clicker response that corresponded with the choice they believed to be the right
answer. Once all students answered, the PowerPoint slide immediately revealed a graph
that presented student answers, with the correct answer highlighted. In other words,
students received immediate feedback.
The instructor/researcher briefly explained the correct answer (according to the
script and indicated on the following PowerPoint slide) before resuming the lecture where
it left off at the beginning of the second topic of discussion. Upon completion of the
second lecture topic, the instructor/researcher presented another PowerPoint slide that
posed a second retention-type question. Students received the same directives, answered
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individually using their clickers, and received similar and immediate feedback. The
researcher again explained the answer before continuing and finishing the lecture. The
students answered a total of five in-class questions equally spaced throughout the lecture.
The procedure followed the protocol established in the first two questions. Students in
this condition took a paper and pencil posttest upon total completion of the scripted
lecture and then finished the demographic questionnaire.
Clicker-response peer instruction condition. In this condition, students listened
to the same scripted lecture the researcher gave to the preceding conditions. The
experimental procedure followed that used in the clicker-response individual condition,
except that after answering the first in-class question individually, students in the clickerresponse peer instruction condition did not receive immediate feedback. Instead of
showing a graphical display of the answers, the researcher stated the following per the
procedural script: ―Your chairs are labeled one through 20. Please pair up by numbers so
that seat numbered one is with seat numbered two, three is with four, five is with six and
so on until everyone is paired. Once in pairs, begin explaining and discussing answers
with the person seated at an odd number position going first. You will each have up to
three minutes to explain and discuss your answer choice to your partner. At the end of
three minutes or when the discussion is complete -- whichever is first-- you will each
click on the answer you’ve decided is correct. But please answer the confidence level
survey in your folder before you begin discussing the question. Circle the confidence
level you have for your answer at this time and then underline your confidence level after
the discussion with your partner.‖
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Once individuals provided their second round of answers, the researcher
displayed collaborative peer instruction answers. At that time, the feedback again
appeared on a PowerPoint graph that depicted the aggregated collaborative peer
instruction answers with the correct answer highlighted. The researcher briefly explained
the correct answer (according to the script and written on the PowerPoint slide) and then
transitioned the lecture into the second topic of discussion. The procedure for answering
the second, third, forth, and fifth questions were identical to the first, except that the pairs
alternated who explained their answer choice first. After receiving the explanation for the
second answer (according to the script), the students finished listening to the lecture and
answered three more in-class questions following the same procedure outlined above
before taking the paper and pencil posttest and demographic questionnaire.
Flashcard-response individual condition. The procedures for this condition bear
striking resemblance to those in the clicker individual condition. Instead of answering the
mid-lecture questions using clicker technology, though, students in the flashcardresponse individual condition indicated their answer choice by holding up a flashcard.
Each possible answer on the flashcards corresponded with a unique answer response, and
the researcher instructed the students not to discuss the answers. Once students in this
condition answered the question using their flashcards, the researcher recorded their
answers on a seating chart feedback organizer. The ultimate tally of flashcard responses
were aggregated and recorded on the document-camera projector according to answer
response choices. The researcher then briefly explained the correct answer (according to
the script and written on the PowerPoint slide) before returning to the lecture. The same
procedures led up and applied to the second, third, forth, and fifth questions that followed
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the lecture on the subsequent topics. After the researcher had explained the answer
(according to the script and written on the PowerPoint slide), the students answered three
additional questions following the script outline above and finished by taking a paper and
pencil posttest and demographic questionnaire.
Flashcard-response peer instruction condition. In this condition, the
procedures are most comparable to those previously described for the clicker-response
peer instruction condition. As in every other condition, students listened to the same
scripted lecture and had to answer five rounds of questions relating to spatial learning
with each student taking turns to explain his or her answer choice. Additionally, students
answered the confidence level survey procedurally identical to the other collaborative
peer instruction condition. Instead of using clicker technology to answer questions
individually or after collaboration, however, the students in this condition used flashcards
for both of their responses.
The researcher captured the individual flashcard responses via the seating chart
feedback organizer; however, he did not share these responses with the students until the
collaborative peer instruction answers had been tallied. But first, the researcher recorded
the initial round of individual responses privately on the seating chart feedback organizer.
Once he collected the data, the researcher explained the numbering of the seats and
instructed the students to ―Please pair up, one with two, three with four, five with six, and
so on, to discuss the question. You have up to three minutes to explain and discuss your
answer choice to your partner. At the end of three minutes or when the discussion is
complete—whichever comes first—each of you will hold up a flashcard indicating what
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you believe is the correct answer.‖ Identical confidence level questionnaire procedures
were administered.
The researcher ultimately recorded both the individual and the collaborative
responses in the seating chart feedback organizer while displaying only the aggregate
collaborative response tally via document-camera projector in the form of a histogram.
The researcher briefly explained the correct answer (according to the script and written
on the PowerPoint slide) upon completion of each collaborative component. After the
lecture, the students took the paper and pencil posttest and the demographic
questionnaire. In the event where there was an odd number of students in the
collaborative peer instruction conditions, one group of students would have three
members. Each member took turns explaining her answer to the other members but one
member only had one opportunity to explain her answer while the other two members
each went twice.
Research Questions and Hypotheses
Four research questions guided the study:
1. Are any combinations of the instructional conditions better than the control condition?
If so, which combination is best?
Specifically, will an increase in students’ posttest examination scores result from
the active learning activities, be they collaborative peer instruction or using a particular
response format to answer in-class questions?
Hypothesis 1: There will be statistically significant differences reflected in the posttest
scores among conditions that used the active learning activities that include clickers and
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collaboration. Conditions that require all students to answer in-class questions will lead to
greater cognitive engagement; also, greater cognitive engagement coupled with an
opportunity to discuss answer responses with a partner will reveal misconceptions
leading to greater learning as well as known material.
2. Does collaborative peer instruction improve learning outcomes? That is, will the
posttest scores be higher for students who collaborate with their peers compared to those
who work individually?
Hypothesis 2: Students who have the opportunity to explain and discuss the questions in
pairs will, through additional reflection and consideration, ultimately have a better chance
of deriving the correct answer. Likewise, the practice of having to actually articulate their
rationale for choosing a particular answer response will result in a more substantive
understanding and processing of content. Students in collaborative peer instruction
conditions will therefore score significantly higher on the posttest than will the students
in individual conditions, regardless of response format.
3. Does using clicker technology improve learning outcomes? Will students answering
in-class questions using clicker technology score higher on the posttest than those using
flashcards?
Hypothesis 3: Students who use clicker technology have the added benefit of anonymity
while responding. Anonymity allows students to take chances by answering what they
think is the correct answer without being singled out if they respond incorrectly. This
honesty in response leads to greater student awareness (e.g., students immediately know
they lack understanding or clarity), whereas students in flashcard-response conditions
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may be influenced by their peers’ visual response. Thus, students using clicker
technology will outscore students using flashcard-response.
4. Does the effect of response format (clickers versus flashcards) differ according type of
collaboration (peer instruction versus individual)?
Hypothesis 4: Students in the clicker-response peer instruction condition will produce
higher posttest scores as a result of having greater opportunities to discuss the in-class
questions with their partner while benefiting from the clicker technology affordance of
anonymity when answering individually and after collaboration.
The following table displays the general procedures for the five conditions.
Table 1
Conditions

Quasiexperimental
Condition
Pre- & posttest:
Student
confidence
survey:
Clickers:
Peer instruction:
In-class
questions:

ClickerClickerResponse
Control
Response
Peer
Condition Individual
Instruction
Condition
Condition
Yes
Yes
Yes

FlashcardResponse
Individual
Condition
Yes

FlashcardResponse
Peer
Instruction
Condition
Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
This chapter contains the results of the study. Each research question is addressed
with findings from the study. Additionally, the assumptions of the statistical analyses are
identified and confirmed. A table with descriptive statistics is included.
Statistical Analysis
For the first research question, a one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was
conducted with instructional condition (five levels) as a between-subjects factor, posttest
scores as the dependent variable, and the pretest score as a covariate. To address
questions two through four, a two-way ANCOVA was used with the two treatments
(response format and collaboration) as between-subjects factors, posttest score as the
dependent variable, and pretest score as the covariate. The following assumptions for
ANCOVA were addressed.
First, it is assumed that observations are independent; that is, the posttest score of
an individual is independent from and not influenced by another individual’s score.
Although students collaborated on in-class questions in two of the conditions
(collaboration), they did not work together on either the pretest or posttest questions.
Therefore, there is no reason to believe that students worked collaboratively or influenced
each other on the pre- or posttest. A second assumption of ANCOVA, that scores are
normally distributed in each group was upheld by the results of a Kolmogorv-Smirnov
test. Third, the homogeneity of variance assumption was supported by the results of a
Levene’s test, F(4,166) = 1.83, p = .13.
Fourth, the assumption of measuring the covariate without error was addressed by
computing a Cronbach’s alpha internal consistency reliability estimate. The value was
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.27. To test the fifth assumption a test of the homogeneity of group regression was
conducted and was found not to be significant at alpha .05. Because there was no threeway interaction, F(4,162) = 1.44, MSE = 8.52, p = .22, the homogeneity of regression
planes for ANCOVA was supported. Therefore, the relation between the pretest and
posttest did not differ among conditions.
Descriptive Statistics
The following table shows the relevant descriptive statistics.
Table 2
Sample Sizes, Means (Standard Deviations) and Adjusted Means
________________________________________________________________________
Conditions
n
M (SD)
Adjusted M
________________________________________________________________________
Control
35
13.00 (2.16)
12.81
Flashcard-Response
Individual
32
13.72 (2.28)
13.81
Peer Instruction
35
13.31 (3.13)
13.42
Clicker-Response
Individual
38
13.29 (2.70)
13.33
Peer Instruction
31
14.84 (2.07)
14.79
Research Question 1
Are any combinations of the instructional conditions better than the control
condition? If so, which combination is best?
It was predicted that the condition that used clickers and collaboration would
perform better than the control condition and the best overall. The conditions did differ in
terms of their performance on the posttest, F(1, 165) = 3.04, MSE = 17.74, p = .02. A
post hoc Tukey HSD was conducted on the adjusted means to determine which
conditions were better than others. As predicted, the clicker-response peer instruction
condition was better than both the clicker-response individual and the control conditions.
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Research Questions 2, 3, and 4
The next three research questions involved examining the instructional strategies
to determine whether certain strategies provided an overall advantage, and whether a
strategy’s effectiveness would depend on the presence or absence of other strategies.
Research Question 2
Does collaborative peer instruction improve learning outcomes? That is, will the
adjusted posttest scores be higher for students who collaborate with their peers compared
to those who work individually? It was predicted that collaboration would be better than
individual answer response.
Contrary to prediction, there was no main effect for collaboration, F(1, 165) =
1.66, MSE = 9.72, p = .20, partial eta squared = .01. Students who collaborated did not
score higher than those who worked individually.
Research Question 3
Does using clicker technology improve learning outcomes? Will students
answering in-class questions using clicker technology score higher on the posttest than
those using flashcards? It was predicted that clickers would be better than flashcards.
Contrary to prediction, there was no main effect for clicker-response format, F(1,
166) = 1.16, MSE = 6.80, p = .28, partial eta squared = .01. Students who responded
using clickers did not score higher than those who used flashcards.
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Research Question 4
Does the effect of response format (clickers versus flashcards) differ according
type of collaboration (peer instruction versus individual)?
It was originally predicted that students who collaborated on in-class questions
and used clickers to respond would perform the best. It was also predicted that
collaboration and clicker technology would have an additive effect, resulting in two main
effects, but no interaction effect. The prediction regarding collaboration plus clickers
performing best was partially supported by a response format by collaboration interaction
effect, F(1, 165) = 4.91, MSE = 28.72, p = .03, partial eta squared = .03 (see Figure 1).
Tests of the simple effect of response format within each collaboration condition were
conducted to follow up the interaction, again using the pretest as a covariate. For students
who responded using clickers, working collaboratively (adjusted mean = 14.84) was
better than those who answered in-class questions individually (adjusted mean = 13.29),
F(1, 66) = 6.52, MSE = 37.12, p = .01, partial eta squared = .09. However, for students
who used flashcards, collaborating in peer instruction (adjusted mean = 13.31) was not
better than answering individually (adjusted mean = 13.72), F(1, 65) = .37, MSE = 2.74,
p = .55.
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Figure 1 Response Format by Collaboration Interaction
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
This chapter will assess the results of this study by discussing each research
question and its corresponding implications. The discussion section includes and
acknowledges the study’s limitations and its general relevance. Lastly, the discussion
chapter concludes by offering suggestions for additional and extended future research
endeavors.
Research Question 1
Are any combinations of the instructional conditions better than the control
condition? If so, which combination is best?
This question addressed whether any of the instructional conditions produced
higher posttest scores when compared to the passive control condition. As predicted,
there was at least one significant difference between the “active” and “passive”
conditions. Even though findings revealed that only the clicker-response peer instruction
condition was significant at the alpha .05, this result supports the hypothesis that students
benefit from the combination of clickers and collaboration.
Interestingly, the clicker-response individual condition did not produce
significantly different statistical findings than the passive control group. A possible
explanation as to why there were no statistically significant differences between students
in the clicker-response individual and control conditions is that even students in the
passive control condition may have become more actively engaged than expected during
the course of intellectually processing—even to themselves—the answer to the in-class
question. In fact and in support of this theory, a majority of the students did indicate in
the self-report demographic questionnaire they were engaged throughout the presentation
and put forth genuine effort to answer the questions to the best of their ability.
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One should also note that insignificant differences in the posttest scores between
students in the passive and active conditions may be attributable to an imposed limitation
in the passive control condition of the current study. In the interest of preserving
consistency in the time of lecture across conditions, the passive control condition was not
authentically passive. Instead, the researcher did ask the students an in-class question. In
light of this exchange, results may have been skewed by the fact that, in the passive
condition, inevitably only one student had the opportunity to be called upon to answer the
question and interact with the instructor/researcher even though several may have tried to
volunteer.
Research Question 2
Does collaborative peer instruction improve learning outcomes? That is, will the
posttest scores be higher for students who collaborate with their peers compared to those
who work individually?
I hypothesized that students in the collaborative peer instruction conditions
(regardless of response format) would score higher on posttest exams, yet research did
not produce or support this finding. The scores of students in the peer instruction
conditions were not statistically higher than those who answered the questions
individually. This result is puzzling since most research suggests that students who work
in pairs or groups tend to evidence higher assessment scores than those who work
individually.
Paradoxically and according to the confidence level survey results, most students
were less confident in their initial answer choice than that which they chose following
collaborative discussion. Yet the use of scaffolding to enhance students’ understanding of
in-class questions did not appear to benefit all students, at least in terms of being able to
usefully transfer and apply the information to the individual posttest exam questions. In
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other words, even though students were more confident in their answers, they were just as
likely to select the incorrect answer after discussion as they were before. A possible
explanation of why scaffolding failed to function as expected is that students in some
dyads may have simply indicated their answer choice without meaningfully articulating
the reason and rationale behind it.
Research Question 3
Does using clicker technology improve learning outcomes? Will students
answering in-class questions using clicker technology score higher on the posttest than
those using flashcards?
Results from the study failed to support my hypothesis that students who
responded to in-class questions using clickers would obtain higher scores than those who
responded using flashcards. This finding is not surprising given that students in both
conditions had some opportunity to actively engage when answering the in-class question
by virtue of indicating their answer choice one way or another. Similarly, the affordance
of instant feedback from clickers was simulated in the flashcard-response condition
through the use of the document-camera projector so that students in both conditions had
the immediate opportunity to assess their substantive understanding of the lecture.
This finding that the scores of students utilizing clickers tended not to be
statistically different or greater than students using flashcards is similar to what Lasry
(2008) and Stowell and Nelson (2007) documented in their respective studies. The media
used to capture the students’ responses do not, in and of themselves, increase
opportunities for learning. However, clicker technology does offer actual anonymity.
Students using clickers are not directly affiliated with their answers in the way that
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students showing visible answers on flashcards may be. In this study, the researcher
attempted to preserve anonymity in the flashcard-response procedure by instructing
students to focus on their own answer during the response gathering, but the reality is that
students may have been tempted to glance at other responses.
Research Question 4
Does the effect of response format (clickers versus flashcards) differ according
type of collaboration (peer instruction versus individual)?
Findings related to this question partially supported my hypothesis that students in
the collaborative conditions would score higher on posttest exam questions. Although I
posited that students in both collaborative conditions—clickers and flashcards—would
score higher on posttest questions than students in the individual conditions, such was not
the case. In fact, only students in the clicker-response peer instruction condition achieved
higher posttest scores. Specifically, findings indicated that neither clickers alone nor
collaboration alone could contribute to students’ posttest results; however, the
combination of clickers and collaboration did. Ultimately, then, the combination of
clickers and collaboration seem to result in the greatest learning gains.
One possible way of explaining this result is to understand it in terms of the actual
anonymity clickers provide. To reiterate, clicker responses are completely anonymous
and impossible to affiliate with particular students (if the instructor does not require
students to register their clickers), which probably increases students’ willingness to take
risks and respond with what they genuinely believe is the right answer. Since students
using clickers also receive immediate feedback and knowledge of the right answer, peer
instruction offers the additional possibility of thinking through and actually
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understanding why that answer is better than the others. This degree of relatively lowthreat discourse might automatically foster more authentic student engagement with the
material that, in turn, enhances one’s ability to answer posttest examination questions
correctly. Edmonds and Edmonds (2008) study supports this proposition by suggesting
that students with lower GPAs derived the greatest benefits from clicker technology
because, the researchers maintained, clickers afforded these students more opportunity to
discover and recognize where they had only the illusion of understanding such that
misconceptions were corrected and replaced with greater substantive comprehension.
Limitations
This study, like its predecessors, is susceptible to limitations such as maintaining
consistent amounts of time on task between conditions, preserving ecological validity,
and adequately accounting for student motivation. Beginning with time on task, I made
all attempts to ensure that the total duration of listening to the lecture and answering inclass questions was the same or as close as possible for all conditions. Even so, the
researcher found that there were inevitable dissimilarities in the way he had to teach
particular sessions that corresponded to differences in overall condition times. The
flashcard-response conditions provide a good illustrative example. Since the researcher
had to devote additional time in these sessions to capture the flashcard data, the lecture
for students in these conditions tended to be slightly longer than what was otherwise the
same lecture for students in other conditions. Likewise, the fact that additional time was
necessary in the conditions that used collaborative peer instruction meant that the overall
session time was similarly extended in these conditions. Although it was important for
the researcher to allow for extra time in certain conditions, it is equally important to
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acknowledge that the resulting difference in time on task between conditions could
introduce bias or otherwise be viewed as a procedural limitation.
The research setting introduces the first potential concern regarding ecological
validity; there were both benefits and disadvantages of using a classroom setting for this
study. A positive aspect of running the conditions in a simulated classroom was that it
came as close as arguably possible to recreating an “actual” classroom situation.
Therefore, running the quasi-experiment in a classroom legitimizes findings insofar as
they may represent an important first step in terms of being able to generalize findings to
other students in different academic disciplines. They may help us predict how students
would act and better understand the ramifications of using various technology or
instructional designs. On the other hand, even though the setting mimicked an actual
lecture class, students were aware that they were participants in a laboratory-type
experiment. Consequently, it is possible that students were socially motivated to perform
well and make a good impression on the researcher. If so, and if students displayed
atypical motivation on the posttest questions, the resulting findings may be more
attributable to the unique laboratory experience and not resemble what we would
reasonably expect in an actual college class.
Clearly, then, student motivation can also raise concerns about ecological validity.
An unfortunate but reasonable assumption is that many students may not be particularly
motivated when undertaking required course assignments or assessments. Initially,
students in the current study demonstrated average motivation in terms of showing up on
time and staying relatively focused on the lecture (e.g., few were late and there were
almost no instances of disrupting behaviors like texting or sleeping). But when it came to
performance, students across all conditions demonstrated remarkably high levels of
motivation, enthusiasm, and effort. In only one incident did the researcher observe a
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student visibly lose interest in the lecture. (The researcher watched as the student began
text messaging, immediately addressed the issue, and the texting subsided.) It is likely,
therefore, that some of the findings in the present study are attributable to the Hawthorne
effect. An interesting possibility for subsequent researchers might be to implement the
same study in semester-long classes to more accurately assess whether student motivation
remained high or decreased as more students lapsed into passive receptor roles.
General Implications
An analysis of this study’s results and recognition of its possible limitations
combine to establish the general implications of using active, collaborative, and
technology-enhanced instructional strategies. First, students in the clicker-response
individual condition did not score statistically better than those in the control condition.
What we can take from this finding is that clicker technology alone does not positively
affect learning outcomes. This is an important consideration for instructors to take into
account before they incorporate technology into their pedagogical design, especially if
they assume that a technology will automatically improve student learning. Instead,
instructors need to be mindful both of their reasons for wanting to use technology and the
instructional design that will accompany it.
Second, the results from this study inform those interested in using technology as
part of their instructional design to consider the benefits of using collaboration as part of
their strategy. Although collaboration, by itself, failed to increase learning outcomes, it
does provide a legitimate way to promote greater student engagement and active learning.
More importantly, the combination of clickers and collaboration was shown to improve
student outcomes. Instructors who are interested in new and technologically advanced
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means of stimulating learning for students would therefore do well and probably see the
most beneficial results if they paired technology with a collaborative design.
Direction for Future Research
This study uses and adds to the existing literature on clicker technology in the
classroom. One of the main research objectives was to create new inroads to knowledge
by combining the most promising features of previous endeavors in the same study. In
particular, this study used a pseudo-classroom environment, included a control group, and
compared the effects of technology not only in relation to other response systems
(flashcards) but also apart from as well as together with peer instruction. The most
intriguing and statistically significant research finding was that an interaction between
clickers and peer instruction improved learning outcomes even though neither did so by
itself.
Included among possibilities for future research are similar studies conducted in
semester-long classes to determine whether or not student motivation changes and/or
impacts the interaction effect between clickers and peer instruction over a longer period
of time. Another possible research design might focus on the role and impact of
anonymity. Although the preceding analysis postulates that the opportunity for student
anonymity may explain why clickers are effective (clickers can ensure that students who
select incorrect answers will not be singled out by either the instructor or other students),
the clicker technology does allow instructors to eliminate this anonymity component by
registering students with their clickers. To better assess the significance of anonymity, a
research design might combine clickers with peer instruction but divide research subjects
so that half continue to answer anonymously while the remaining students are affiliated
with their answers, at least as far as the instructor is concerned. Finally, despite findings
unique to this study, clickers are becoming popular enough that it would be academically
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worthwhile to consider their effectiveness in larger classes, those with 50 students or
more.
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Appendix A

Enhanced Outline: Spatial Learning
I. OVERVIEW
A. One of the many distinctions that is made in the memory literature involves the
difference between declarative and procedural knowledge.
1. Declarative knowledge refers to one’s conscious memory for facts and events.
2. Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, deals with one’s ability to perform a given
behavior, independent from fact-based knowledge of that action.
a. Procedural knowledge is also believed to be more implicit in its nature, evolving at an
earlier time than conscious, declarative information.
II. SPATIAL MEMORY
A. One of the ways that the declarative/procedural distinction expresses itself is via the
study of spatial memory.
B. Several general factors are critical to understand when studying spatial memory.
1. There are most likely different types of spatial memories (e.g., episodic, semantic,
etc.).
2. Spatial memory tends to be very good in comparison to more declarative knowledge.
3. Spatial memory abilities tend to express themselves differently in different a)
individuals and b) cultures.
C. The study of spatial memory can be traced to early animal research on maze running
ability in rats.
1. A distinction that emerged from these maze-running experiments was between Route
Knowledge and Survey Maps.
a. Route knowledge involves information concerning the different paths that are available
in a given spatial environment, based predominantly on the series of moves (e.g., left
turn, right turn) required to navigate an environment.
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b. Survey (or Cognitive) Maps are more detailed devices about a spatial environment,
containing landmarks and interrelationships between different aspects of the
environment.
2. Which view is correct?
a. Hull’s work suggested that animals learned to make simple stimulus-response
associations to develop route knowledge.
b. Tolman’s research, however, showed that animals could store more complex
information about maze paths, forming abstract cognitive maps about their environments.
c. The most comprehensive consideration of these alternatives is that both views are
correct, following a bit of a developmental pattern.
i. When one is first placed in an environment, where they are not readily aware of critical
landmarks, route navigation tends to be based solely on directional cues.
ii. However, once an individual has mastered an environment, directional cues seem to be
ignored, with navigation being based more on knowledge of the relationship between
different landmarks.
iii. This developmental pattern has been documented in young human children; during
the first 5 years of life children tend to use a more response-focused approach. After age
5, however, more complex cognitive maps tend to develop.
D. Connected to the notions of route knowledge and survey maps is the concept of
Spatial Schemas, which are ways in which spatial information is organized and stored in
memory.
1. One of the effects that spatial schemas tend to have on memory involves the distortion
of memory traces.
a. Distortion occurs because schemas, in their organizing function, tend to eliminate
certain details from memory traces when trying to develop an abstract, generalized
memory of a given environment.
2. Spatial schemas also tend to have a ―top-directed‖ orientation, where we base our
spatial decisions on movement in a forward direction that it aimed at the top of a
cognitive, or literal, map.
E. Spatial memory also tends to be organized in a similar manner to semantic networks:
items that are related tend to be recalled together.
III. MOTOR SKILLS LEARNING
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A. Motor skill learning deals with the acquisition of specific movements in which the
type of responding is associated with variations concerning the control of different
stimuli.
1. These skills have perceptual, cognitive, and motor components.
B. A question associated with motor skill learning concerns whether such learning is
implicit or explicit in its nature.
1. The finding that certain skills can be performed, but are not easily explained, suggests
that there is an implicit flavor to such tasks.
a. In addition, research has shown that neurological conditions, such as Alzheimer’s
disease, can impair explicit knowledge of a task, yet keep performance of that task intact.
2. However, aspects of motor skill learning such as intentional goal-directed behavior and
verbal self-guidance suggest that such ability requires some explicit knowledge.
C. Two critical processes in the development of motor skill ability are practice and
feedback.
1. Practicing a motor task does tend to improve one’s performance of a task, but the
effect of practice is regulated by the Power Law.
a. The power law suggests that one’s ability may improve dramatically during initial
practice session, but over time, improvement in a skill is much more gradual.
b. The learning curves generated by the power law are similar to the negativelyaccelerated curves produced by the Rescorla-Wagner model of learning.
2. In addition, spaced practice tends to produce better motor skill ability than massed
practiced.
a. However, if trials are spaced too far apart, forgetting may occur, leading to the idea
that massed practiced might be preferred over long-interval spaced practice.
3. While practice undoubtedly helps to acquire new skills, knowledge can sometimes be
acquired without additional practice.
a. This process is referred to as practice-independent learning, and deals with how skill
improvement tends to occur after getting some sleep following a task.
4. Other than practice, Feedback received during training can also influence one’s motor
skill ability.
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a. Feedback consists of externally-generated knowledge as to the accuracy of one’s motor
skill ability.
b. Research on the nature of feedback suggests that consistent feedback leads to better
performance than inconsistent feedback, but this effect is relatively tied to the initial
acquisition of a skill.
i. Once a skill has been acquired, partial feedback has actually been found to be more
effective when a retention test of one’s skill is delayed.
ii. An explanation for this partial feedback effect stems from the Guidance Hypothesis,
which suggests that partial feedback forces an individual to pay attention to their own
kinesthetic feedback, as opposed to relying solely on externally-generated feedback.
IV. IMPLICIT LEARNING
A. Implicit learning is concerned with acquiring complex knowledge of a stimulus
environment largely outside of conscious awareness of what has actually been acquired.
B. Implicit learning provides a conceptual framework for studying how complex
knowledge, that applies to real-world learning (e.g., language learning, driving an
automobile, etc.), develops.
C. Several tasks are used to study the implicit learning process.
1. One task used in implicit learning research is referred to as artificial grammar learning.
a. This task involves having subjects learn what are seemingly nonsense strings of
consonants (e.g., TSXS), although the actual order of the letters within each string are
actually determined by a complex set of rules.
b. Although subjects are typically not aware of the rule-based nature of the stimuli while
initially processing the sequences of letters, they are able to discriminate, during a later
test, between items that follow the rules and those that don’t, at above-chance levels.
2. Another task utilized in investigating implicit learning is referred to as the Serial
Reaction Time procedure.
a. This task involves having subjects follow a spatial pattern presented to them (e.g., a
series of lights flashing on/off in one of 4 quadrants on a computer screen), with the
nature of the pattern determined by a set of rules.
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b. Over time, implicit learning is demonstrated when subjects are able to respond at
increasingly faster rates to sequence locations that conform to the rules, compared to nonchanging response latencies to sequences that are truly random.
D. Implicit learning ability has also been found to be transferable, a concept central to
applying learning ability to a variety of different contexts.
E. Implicit learning ability has also been found to be a preserved cognitive ability in
individuals with head injuries that seemingly impair explicit abilities.
F. Over the years, the implicitness of implicit learning has been challenged, although
recent work using the mere exposure effect in an implicit learning context has shown that
unconscious learning ability can be seemingly tapped via indirect measures of learning.
G. Another issue that has come up regarding implicit learning skills concerns how these
skills compare to implicit memory ability.
1. Both phenomena carry the implicit name, suggesting that they both deal with
nonconscious cognition.
2. The similarity between the two processes has also been suggested to occur because
both processes illustrate procedural memory.
3. Although similarities exist between the two processes, they are different in the sense
that implicit memory can be found following one or few exposures to a stimulus, whereas
implicit learning requires many practice trials in order to establish a robust effect.
V. EXPERTISE
A. The nature of expertise has been explored by a variety of research that tends to
categorize the origins of expertise as ranging from innate qualities to strong
environmental effects.
B. One of the critical determinants that has been found to differentiate between experts
and novices is that experts have undergone substantially higher amounts of practice in
their expert context, compared to novices.
1. How much practice is necessary? Research has suggested that the development of
expertise requires at least 10 years of full-time dedication to a topic.
2. Although innate tendencies can also contribute to the development of expertise, such
inborn qualities tend to endow one with motivation, not always a specific skill.
C. Another hallmark element of expertise is that experts seem to perform their skill in an
automatic manner.
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1. Such automaticity is seen as developing from a declarative form when one is a novice,
to a procedural form when expertise is attained.
2. Anderson’s ACT* theory describes this transition.
a. Initially, one is in the Declarative Stage of knowledge, where novices consciously
process relevant information.
b. Following the declarative stage, one enters into a transition-based Knowledge
Compilation period, where declarative knowledge begins to become proceduralized, with
similar concepts grouped together to increase one’s efficiency.
c. Finally, one enters into the Procedural Stage, where skills are refined and expertise
emerges.
VI. APPLICATIONS
A. One application of implicit learning research is within the field of Cognitive
Rehabilitation.
1. In this context, amnesic individuals are taught how to utilize their unconscious skills
(which are typically preserved in amnesics) instead of their conscious abilities (which are
typically impaired) when processing information.
2. Such training is said to be effective because it a) relies on a different memory system
than explicit abilities, and b) minimizes the incorrect retrieval of information, which
tends to plague conscious recall.
B. In the context of spatial memory, one common application involves ―You Are Here‖
maps that are found in modern shopping malls and assist people in finding their way
through (sometimes) confusing layouts of modern buildings.
C. Developing expert memory skills has also been studied in an applied setting, under the
name of Skilled Memory Theory.
1. This approach involves a) enhancing one’s encoding of information to organize
information in a meaningful manner, b) establishing effective retrieval routines, and c)
practicing encoding and retrieval until them become virtually automatic.
DISCUSSION STARTERS
1. What types of skills would benefit most from constant feedback? Should individuals’
feelings be spared when giving feedback, or is ―honesty the best policy‖? At what age
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should honest feedback begin (e.g., is it appropriate to tell a first-grade student that they
have below-normal intelligence)?
2. When discussing expertise, have students volunteer information on any expertise they
possess. How did they attain this level of functioning? How much time was necessary to
become an expert? Are experts born, or cab expertise be trained.
3. When discussing spatial memory, pick an off-campus location, and have students
provide directions from your classroom to the location. Are there differences between
students, e.g., do males provide more details than females, or vice-versa? Are some
people able to develop their instructions faster than others? Why might these differences
exist?
4. The idea of learning without conscious intent (i.e., implicit learning) is an intriguing
one, but can students think of skills they have that might be considered implicitlylearned? Some examples might be driving a car, riding a bike, or acquiring the skills for a
specific sport. Can students recall when these skills went from something they needed to
think about to an effortless, nonconscious task?
ACTIVE EXPERIMENTATION
Classic research on latent learning by Tolman (1948), as well as other researchers, has
shown that while reinforcement may be necessary for some types of behavior to be
learned, reinforcement is not always necessary for learning to occur. One way to
demonstrate such latent learning is by evaluating people’s cognitive maps for familiar
environments. Humans learn a great deal about the spatial nature of their environments,
and although they do not always demonstrate such knowledge, they use that knowledge
on an everyday basis. This project (adapted from Swinkels & Juliano, 1997, and
Whitford, 1995) will allow you to investigate the nature of such learning.
1. Select a minimum of 10 students, and split them into any 2 groups of your choosing
(e.g., Science majors vs. English majors; Freshmen vs. Upperclassmen; Athletes vs.
Nonathletes; Commuters vs. Residents, etc.). Just make sure that you have a relatively
equal number of participants in each group.
2. Provide each participant with a blank sheet of paper and have them draw a map of the
campus. Make sure to tell them to make the map as detailed as possible, and allow them
as much time as possible to complete the map.
3. The analysis of this study is more qualitative than quantitative. Look for patterns in
your subjects’ responses. What were the overall differences/similarities between the 2
groups? What were the most/least detailed features? Why did the observed differences
emerge? Explore as many concepts related to spatial learning and the role of cognition in
learning to answer these and any other questions that arise from this project.
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RELEVANT INTERNET SITES
1. http://act.psy.cmu.edu/
This site details the nature of the ACT* system, an architecture for modeling thought
processes. The site contains recent research using ACT*, tutorials for using the system,
and links to related sites.
2. http://www.psy.vanderbilt.edu/faculty/blake/STIC/stob.html
This site offers theoretical connections between the TV show ―Star Trek‖ and different
ideas related to thinking, including procedural and declarative memory, dementia,
perception, and other thought-based processes.
3. http://www.habitsmart.com/struct.html
This site offers information on how the concept of schemas can be applied in the setting
of Cognitive Therapy.
4. http://www.visiontherapystories.org/hand_eye_coordination.html
This site provides a variety of case studies that illustrate the connection between motor
skills and hand-eye coordination, particularly in the realm of sports.
5. http://ego.psych.mcgill.ca/labs/levitin/about.htm
This is the website for the Levitin Laboratory for Music Perception, Cognition, and
Expertise, and contains details about the specific projects being worked on in the lab.
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Appendix B
Lecture Script Using PowerPoint

Spatial Learning
Camilo Guerrero, M.A.
Doctoral Candidate, UT Austin
Assistant Professor, USAF Academy

Overview
• Spatial Learning
– Rats, Mazes, and Psychology
– Routes versus Survey Maps
– Schemas in Spatial Memory
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Intro
• A story about Carlos & Leonor….
• Two forms of long-term memory
– Declarative knowledge
• Memory for verbalized knowledge
– E.g., word meanings and general facts
– “knowing that”

– Procedural knowledge
• Memory that facilitates performance of a behavior
– E.g., knowing how to through a curve ball
– “knowing how”

Intro (continued)
• Procedural knowledge encompasses…
– Spatial learning
• Knowing how to get from place to place in an environment

– Motor-skill learning
• Knowing how to perform coordinated bodily movements quickly
and accurately

– Implicit learning
• Knowing the underlying rules that govern complex sequences of
behaviors

– Expertise
• Expert performance in a specific domain

• All of these topics represent a subarea in the field of
learning…
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Spatial Learning
• Think about….
– Getting lost in a new city
– How you found this room?
– Finding your car in a “c” lot?

Spatial Learning (continued)
• Spatial learning tenets…
1. Probably multiple forms of spatial memory
• Episodic memory…your last good road trip
• Semantic memory…your route between your home
and school

2. Spatial memory tends to be good
• E.g., where were your classes last semester?

3. Individual differences in spatial ability
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Rats, Mazes, and Psychology
• Rats as subjects…
– Since the early 1900s
– Initially, for anatomy & physiology
– Eventually, began looking at rat behavior in
mazes

Route versus Survey Maps
• Organism moving within a complex
environment needs to develop some type of
memorial representation of that
environment
– Two broad conceptions of how spatial knowledge
might be represented
• Route Knowledge
• Survey map or cognitive map
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Route Knowledge
• Route knowledge
– Knowledge of series of routes, directions, paths
through a spatial environment
• E.g., memorization of series of right and left turns in a
maze or an office full of cubicles
• E.g., specific series of distances and turns, with maybe
an occasional landmark

IN-CLASS QUESTION #1
Which of the following is the best characterization of
route knowledge?
A. “Go north for 10 miles, then turn left at Main
Street.”
B. “When you get to the pizza restaurant, turn left.”
C. “The courthouse is about 1 mile north of the
police station.”
D. “The park is in the southwest part of the city”
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Answer
Which of the following is the best characterization of route
knowledge?
A. “Go north for 10 miles, then turn left at Main Street.”
• E.g., memorization of series of right and left turns in a
maze or an office full of cubicles
• E.g., specific series of distances and turns, with maybe
an occasional landmark

Survey Map or Cognitive Map
• Survey or Cognitive map
– A more abstract representation of an
environment
– Placing specific routes in context with the
surrounding area
• “Survey” implies an aerial overview of the area
• “Cognitive map” implies that a schematic image is
represented internally
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Response versus Place Studies
• Clark Hull versus Edward Tolman
• Hull (1949)
– Theorized that rats acquired stimulus-response
associations in the mazes
• E.g., stimuli of each choice point became associated
with a certain response

• Tolman (1948)
– Theorized that rats acquired a cognitive map of
the maze and the surrounding environment
• E.g., the place where the food is located within the
maze

The “T” Maze
• Start in the stem
T Trained to turn right to
get reward at F2
– Hull says they “learned to
turn right,” a response!
– Tolman says they “learned
where to find the
reward,” a place!
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The “T” Maze (continued)
• Tolman proposed
rotating the maze 180
degrees…

IN-CLASS QUESTION #2
• Which direction would the rats turn? Which
theorist said so?
A. Right/ Tolman
B. Left/ Tolman
C. Right/ Hull
D. Left/ Hull
E. It depends on the maze configuration
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Answer
B. Left/Tolman
C. Right/Hull
E. It depends on the maze configuration…
– The simple and elegant experimental
manipulation did not, in fact, resolve the
controversy (Hull, 1949; Tolman, Ritchie, &
Kalish, 1946, 1947; Restle, 1957)

Answer (continued)
• However, we did learn something about design
– Hull used T-mazes that had allies with walls that were
often surrounded by a curtain to block external cues
(landmarks)
• The blocking of external cues encouraged response
learning
– Tolman’s T-mazes were “strip” mazes
– Flat alleys with no walls and elevated off the floor
– Distinctive features were on the walls
• This procedure encouraged cognitive map learning
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Take Away
• Either specific responses or cognitive maps
may be learned: rats, and people, are flexible
in their use of whatever cues are available
(Restle, 1957)

The Radial Maze
• Cognitive mapping is more convincingly
demonstrated by performance in the radial
maze
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The Radial Maze: Procedure
• 8 or more arms radiating out from central
platform
• Usually elevated, often without side walls
• Food is placed in recessed food cups at the
end of each arm
• Rat is allowed to enter any and all arms
• Each arm is baited initially but once
consumed it is not refilled
• Goal: foraging animal to retrieve all pieces of
food without repeating an arm entry

The Radial Maze: Outcome
• Rats quickly learn, achieving an accuracy
level after 15 trials
– Is this evidence of cognitive mapping?
– Alternative explanations?
• Strategy…enter each arm sequentially
– Rats did not demonstrate this behavior & only 50% of
human subjects did so in a human version of the maze!

• Odor stimuli…smell the last place they’ve been
– Rats have been manipulated (surgically and Old Spice)
– Correct choices are relatively unaffected
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The Radial Maze: Outcomes
(continued)
• Rats seem to use cues outside of the maze, or
extramaze cues, to keep track of entered and
unentered maze arms.
– When the radial maze is rotated after rats have
entered a few arms; rats mistakenly reenter arms
that are in the direction of not yet visited arms &
will avoid an unentered arm that is in the
direction previously visited
– Rats appear to be responding to locations within
the room and not to cues (such as smells) within
the maze

The Radial Maze: Take Away
• Although external cues are obviously
important…
– There can be multiple types of cues available to
navigate spatially
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Morris Water Maze
• Test of spatial navigation
• Rats are agile swimmers
• Combine the two and you get the Morris
Water Maze

The Morris Water Maze:
Procedure
• Rat is placed in pool
• Water is clouded
• Hidden platform is rats
only escape
• Goal: learn where the
platform is located
• Rat starts in different
locations each time
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The Morris Water Maze: Outcome
• First few trials take a
long time before the
rat randomly finds the
platform
• Over trials, the rat
becomes faster & faster
• Using cues in the room
and working memory

The Radial & Morris Water Mazes:
Working Memory
• Used to test theories about the anatomical
basis of spatial memory
• The flexible use of working memory in the
radial maze has been contrasted with habit
learning by training animals with different
rules in the radial maze
• Radial-maze task differed in term of goals:
– Goal 1: Choose different arms
– Goal 2: Choose lighted arms
– Goal 3: Repeat same arm
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Different Goals:
TASKS

Different Arms

Lighted Arms

Repeat Same Arms

Impairing lesion

Hippocampus

Amygdala

Striatum

Hippocampus
Straitum

Amygdala
Hippocampus

Unaffecting lesion Amygdala
Striatum

IN-CLASS QUESTION #3
• Research on animals’ behavior in both the radial and water
mazes provides evidence supporting the existence of
__________ memory.
A. short term
B. working
C. long term
D. procedural long term
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Answer
• Research on animals’ behavior in both the radial and water
mazes provides evidence supporting the existence of
__________ memory.

B. working
• Working memory allows the rat to learn the new rules
associated with the maze while simultaneously completing it
(McDonald & White, 1993).

The Radial & Morris Water Mazes:
Memory (continued)
• Popularity of mazes has extended to studying
human in virtual mazes
– Participants “moves” by controlling mouse
– Morris maze can be simulated without water
– Used with human patients who have suffered
brain damage
• Right hemisphere damage more detrimental to spatial
learning than left hemisphere
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Landmarks
• Landmarks are certain elements in an environment that by
the virtue of their distinctive features (e.g., size or shape) or
their meaning (e.g., historical or social) stand out from other
features in the environment
– Readily perceived, remembered, and used as reference
points
– Rats use extramaze cues in their environment as
landmarks
– Although spatial memory declines with aging, elderly
patients can still recognize landmarks but not routes

IN-CLASS QUESTION #4
• College age students differ from the elderly
in terms that when traveling through
unfamiliar locations they better recall
(a) important landmarks.
(b) the route they recently took.
(c) both landmarks and routes.
(d) their final destination.
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Answer
• College age students differ from the elderly in terms that
when traveling through unfamiliar locations they better
recall

(c) both landmarks and routes.
• Elderly participants were able to recall landmarks but not
necessarily the route they took (Wilkins et al., 1997)

Schemas in Spatial Memory
• Schemas are ways of abstracting, organizing,
and storing general knowledge
– Spatial knowledge can be organized
hierarchically in schemas
• Two prominent effects on memory:
– Facilitate organization
– Distort recall
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Distortion in Cognitive Maps
• Which US city is farther to the West…
– San Diego or Reno?

• Which “Portland” is farther North…
– Oregon’s or Maine’s?

• Spatial schemas distort recall due to the
averaging, normalizing, or rounding off that
occurs when a generalized map is acquired

Distortion in Cognitive Maps
(Continued)
• Picture-like image of a spatial environment
has a top or “specific orientation.”
• Aligning the image with the environment
facilitates using the cognitive map as your
guide.
• Have you ever turned a map to orientate to
the way you were looking or to a position of
a landmark?
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IN-CLASS QUESTION #5
• When asked to point in the direction of
unseen campus locations, college students
can most easily and quickly identify locations
A. in the center of the campus.
B. towards the North of campus.
C. in front of them.
D. behind them.

Answer
• When pointing at unseen campus locations, college students
can most easily and quickly identify locations
C. In front of them
• Judgments are easier and more accurate if forward in the
environment corresponds to upward in the cognitive map
(Scholl, 1987)
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The Development of Spatial
Memory in Children: Procedure
• 4 to 12 month old babies were sat in their mother’s
lap
• Small projection screens were placed on both sides
• One projector had random shapes displayed every 10
seconds
• The other had a constant checkerboard displayed
simultaneously

The Development of Spatial
Memory in Children: Outcome
• Infants orient towards the novel screen
– Looked in the direction of the shapes

• Mothers turned 180 degrees around
• Younger infants continued to turn in the
direction they first did (response)
• While older infants adjusted using cues in the
room and turned in the opposite direction
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Appendix C
Fidelity Checklist

Fidelity Checklist
Name ______________________
Date/Time _____________
Session: ______________


Generally, I need your assistance in observing my sessions to capture the following
information



Duration of lecture by slide; please indicate on actual PPT slides I give you
o This will indicate my flow & place



Teacher Behavior
Low…………………Mid……………………High
o Level of enthusiasm: Low…………………Mid……………………High
o Level of movement:
Low…………………Mid……………………High
o Number of Real World Example _______ on PPT slide
o Level of clarity
Low…………………Mid……………………High
o Interaction with students
Low…………………Mid……………………High



General Comments regarding procedure:
o Sort of like a play by initially; how did I start the class, etc.
o When I get into my lecture…please pay more attention to the above per slide
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Appendix D
Screen Shot of PowerPoint With Clicker Histogram
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Appendix E
Seating Chart Organizer

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Front of the room
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Appendix F
Demographic Questionnaire
Gender (circle one): M
Age: ____

F

SAT Total Score: ______

ACT Total Score: ______

Major:
_______________________________________________________________________
Classification (circle one):
Freshman (less Sophomore
than 30 hours) (31- 60 hours)

Junior (61 90 hours)

My overall G.P.A. to date at UT is (circle one):
Less than 2.00
2.00-2.49
2.50-2.99

Senior
(greater than
91 hours)

Other_____________

3.00-3.49

3.50-4.00

Circle the response that best describes whether or not you agree with each item regarding
this lecture only. Please choose only one response per item.
Strongly
Strongly
Question
Disagree
Agree
1. I put forth effort during this presentation.
1
2
3
4
5
2. I tried to answer each question fully

1

2

3

4

5

3. I listened carefully to the presentation.

1

2

3

4

5

4. I tried to make the presentation material
relevant to my life.

1

2

3

4

5

5. I found the presentation material interesting.

1

2

3

4

5

6. I had a strong desire to learn the material.

1

2

3

4

5

7. I enjoyed the presentation.

1

2

3

4

5

8. I believe that I understood the material.

1

2

3

4

5

9. I own a smart phone (e.g., i-phone)? Yes / No
10. I own a laptop?

Yes / No

11. I have used classroom response systems (e.g., i-clickers) in a class?
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Yes / No

Appendix G
Pretest

1. Procedural knowledge involves
(a) autobiographical memory of specific events.
(b) the verbal recall of information.
(c) the facilitated performance of behavior.
(d) the verbal explanation of rules.
2. A rat learns to navigate a complex maze to get a piece of food. The argument can be
made that
(a) the rat learned the correct responses in order to navigate the maze successfully.
(b) the rat learned to find the place where the food was located.
(c) both of the above
(d) neither of the above
3. Declarative knowledge can be best described as __________.
(a) ―knowing that‖
(b) ―knowing how‖
(c) ―knowing where‖
(d) ―knowing when‖
4. Procedural knowledge can be best described as:
(a) ―knowing that‖
(b) ―knowing how‖
(c) ―knowing where‖
(d) ―knowing when‖
5. Spatial learning is
(a) knowing how to arrange words in a sentence.
(b) knowing how to separate sentences into smaller conjunctions.
(c) knowing how to get from one place to another.
(d) knowing how to organize structures within a business model.
6. The spatial maze initially used with rats in water and later adapted to simulate similar
situations for humans is known as the
(a) Morris maze.
(b) Tolman maze.
(c) Skinner maze.
(d) Hull maze.
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7. When we engage in long distance navigation we rely on
(a) short term memory.
(b) only external environmental cues.
(c) long term memory.
(d) multiple types of cues.
8. __________ are examples of the extramaze cues rats use to develop routes and survey
maps.
(a) Treats
(b) Landmarks
(c) Rewards
(d) Odors
9. Spatial schemas impact memory by __________ organization and __________ recall.
(a) impeding; promoting
(b) preventing; allowing
(c) facilitating; distorting
(d) creating; blocking
10. ____________ in spatial schemas can influence our sense of direction and help to
explain geographic misperceptions.
(a) Improvements
(b) Limitations
(c) Short cuts
(d) Distortions
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Appendix H
Posttest

1. Research on radial maze ability suggests that
(a) rats are only capable of forming simple response representations of their
environments.
(b) rats have the ability to form complex cognitive maps of their environments.
(c) rats do not demonstrate purposive behavior in mazes.
(d) rats depend on odor to remember which arm they have previously entered.
2. After practicing all summer long, Mary has finally learned how to make a baseball
curve when she throws it. This ability can best be described as
(a) implicit learning.
(b) spatial learning.
(c) stimulus-response learning.
(d) motor skill learning.
3. Spatial learning is an important concept to pilots because
(a) it enhances their ability to navigate via constellations.
(b) it allows them to determine airspeed and altitude.
(c) it gives them awareness of how they determine locations.
(d) it does not apply to this group of people.
4. Using landmarks as a means of gathering one’s bearing is a good example of learning
by
(a) response.
(b) place.
(c) both a and b
(d) neither a nor b
5. Motor-skill learning, implicit learning, and expertise are all examples someone using
__________ would rely on to get from place to place.
(a) spatial learning
(b) declarative knowledge
(c) route knowledge
(d) survey knowledge
6. Which of the following is true of spatial learning?
(a) There are probably multiple kinds of spatial memories.
(b) Spatial memory tends to be very good.
(c) Individuals differ in their spatial abilities.
(d) All of the above.
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7. Hull’s experiments on spatial learning suggested that rats
(a) acquired a cognitive map of the maze and surrounding environment.
(b) learned the response of making turns in mazes.
(c) learned the place where food was located in the maze.
(d) relied on the survey description of learning.
8. The introduction of the radial maze in cognitive mapping experiments demonstrated
that
(a) rats sequentially determine which arms they have previously entered.
(b) rats use a sense of smell when deciding which arm to enter.
(c) rats use cues outside of and separate from the maze when deciding which arm to
enter.
(d) the radial maze offers relatively little value or insight on cognitive mapping.
9. Altering a rat’s brain by lesion to the amygdale, hippocampus, and striatum provided
evidence
(a) that each three brain structures work in union to help spatially navigate its
environment.
(b) that each structure had a specific role in obtaining new goals.
(c) that only the hippocampus affected spatially navigation across each new goal.
(d) that both the striatum and amygdale are critical to achieving new goals.
10. The fact that rats used internal, kinesthetic cues to help them navigate mazes
suggests that
(a) external environmental cues offer the only successful approach to accurate cognitive
mapping.
(b) we can rely on multiple types of cues when spatially navigating.
(c) Tolman’s theory represents the most plausible explanation of spatial navigation.
(d) All of the above.
11. The experimental results using rats and mazes showed that
(a) Hull’s theory was correct.
(b) Tolman’s theory was correct.
(c) Rats could learn either specific responses or cognitive maps.
(d) Experimental manipulation is the most effective way to resolve the controversy
between specific response and cognitive maps to acquire spatial learning.
12. The prevalence of mazes to study animal spatial learning has
(a) become exhausted and is therefore no longer of use.
(b) provided significant information but is useless when it comes to human subjects.
(c) provided the foundation for computer mazes to study humans.
(d) demonstrated that animals learn spatial patterns more quickly than humans.
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13. Spatial learning is more difficult for individuals who suffer injury or impairment to
the __________ of the brain.
(a) left hemisphere
(b) right hemisphere
(c) cerebellum
(d) frontal cortex
14. __________ are examples of the extramaze cues rats use to develop routes and survey
maps.
(a) Treats
(b) Landmarks
(c) Rewards
(d) Odors
15. Elderly individuals can frequently recognize __________ but not __________.
(a) landmarks; routes
(b) routes; landmarks
(c) faces; places
(d) places; faces
16. Spatial learning __________ with age.
(a) improves
(b) declines
(c) stays the same
(d) fluctuates
17. ____________ impact memory by facilitating organization and distorting recall.
(a) Landmarks
(b) Age
(c) Spatial schemas
(d) Motor-skills
18. Distortions in spatial schemas can influence our sense of __________ and help to
explain geographic __________.
(a) judgment; abilities
(b) sight; locations
(c) space; overestimations
(d) direction; misperceptions
19. Infants develop spatial memory by relying predominantly on
(a) response learning.
(b) cognitive maps.
(c) both a and b
(d) neither a or b
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20. Given your understanding of spatial learning, how would you give directions to a
new UT student currently sitting next to you who needs to go to the LBJ library after this
session?
Use 10 sentences or bullets below to do so.
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Appendix I
Confidence Level Survey

I feel confident that my answer selection is correct (please circle your
response & underline your second response)
Q1:
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Q2:
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Q3:
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Q4:
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Q5:
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree
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